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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All. and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY; HARDING COUNTY: NEW

VOLUMEXVIIL
ODD FELLOWS "INSTALL

WM. P. MERICLE

"

DIES SUDDENLY

xWXIC0SATURDÁ7JÜLOriM7'

NUMBÉR 26

FAST BALL GAME PLAYMR. AND MRS. GUTIIMAN
CAR ROLLS DOWN EMED AT RATON
GIVE HOUSE WARMING
BANKMENT INTO RIVER

WEDDING BELLS

OFFICERS

'
Two marriages solemized in
o
o
The
ball
game between Roy
New County Saturday and
The Odd Fellows installed
One of the; nicest parties of
The citizens of the northern
Last week while J. W.' Robert
and Raton, which was playd on the season 'and one to which all son with a number of
Sunday.
end of the County were again their newly elected officers last
friends
Sunday, July 3rd resulted in a the old timers ' of the country was up at Easrle Nest Dam fish
shocked Sunday afternoon when Wednesday evening and the fol
The wedding bells rang in the score of 3 to 2 in favor of the had been looking forward for ing and enjoying a week's vacathe sad news was flashed over lowing officers will have charge
the Mesa that Wm. P. Mericle of the destinies of Homestead New County , of Harding last Raton players. About 50 local the past thirty days was the tion ' and rest. Mr. Rnbpvt
had died suddenly Sunday after Lodge No. 46 for the coming six Saturday evening also Sunday fans went up to see the games housewarming, on the night of had an accident that came very
nd also take in the two prize July Fourth at the home of Mr. near costing him his life.
Past Grand, Vern afternoon when the twohapp
noon, when everyone thought months:
he was gradually regaining his Caris, Noble Grand Ben F. couples were sent along life's fights scheduled at the same and .Mrs. W. II. Guthman eight
Mr.. Robertson was driving
Wright; Vice Grand Ray B. pathway for the better or worse? time.
miles south of Roy.
health.
down, the narrow can von roan
'As the score shows, it was
Mr. Mericle had be,en working Carr; Secretary, Tom- Strong; The weddings both took place
Mr. and Mrs. Guthman are along the Cimmarron
River
in the field all week and Satur- Treasurer Clint Hester; R. S. in Roy and united'some of our one of the best games ever pull- early settlers of the Mesa and when he met another enr and
ed off by the Roy boys., Roy in fact have one of the finest as the road was too
day vening complained of pains N. G. Paul C. Haines; L. S. N. most prominent young people.
Hephner did the twirling for the homes in the whole country, pass. Mr. Robertson narrow to
in his side and gradually grew G. Elby Bowman; R. S. V. G.
Baker Hughes
undertook
local boys, and played his usual this fine new house being one to back un
.' worse Saturday night and SunNeis Benson; L. S. V. G. L. E.
the road to a wiiW
cool, heady game. He was ably reason for their calling in the place so they
day noon he was brought" to the Deubler; Varden. E. F. Henry;
Rev. W. E. Dawn of Raton,
could pass and in
Plumlee hospital and lived but Conductor, Ray Busey ; R. S. S. Pastor of the Baptist Church of supported,, and reports from neighbors on the Fourth of July nacKinsr the car it s id frnm the
a few hours after arriving at J. Floersheihi; L. S. S. R. C. this place pronounced the words those who witnessed the game Day, to celebrate. . They issued narrow, road and backed down
the hospital, death being caus- Grunig; Chaplain John Whiting Sunday afternoon that made the wouia indicate mat tne umpire. about one hundred fifty invita into the deeD canvon. tnminoed by liver and stomach trouble. I. G. Homer Holmes and O. G. hearts of William Edgar Baker ta haton man) made some very tions and stated plainly that over three times before it rear. h
"Billy", as we all knew, him A. M. Davenport.
and Fanny Belle Hughes beat careless decisions which if just- those invited should come to ed the river bed below.
Mr.
The New Officers .were install- as one. Ihe wedding, a very ly made would have resulted in spend the entire afternoon and Robertson was unable to extriwas one of the early homesteadthe
being
score
. quite different evening and that there would be cate
ers of the Mesa and one of those ed by Acting Deputy Grand Alas quiet affair was solemnize at the
himself from the car as it
good natured fellows that we ter R. C. Grunig assisted by brides home in the north part in fact even the Raton fans ad- plenty of supper for everybody rolled over and over and when
al like to meet. H ;always had Past Grand J. Floersheim and of town in the presence of a few mit that the score should proper supper typically
"Guthman", it fell into the river it pinioned
ly have been at least 5 to 3 in fa also plenty of .refreshments, him
the chery "Howdy";for you and J. W. Beck.
beneath the car in the warelatives and triends.
vor of Roy.
The Lodge has a fine line up
said refreshments to be also ter and should it have not been
a simle that made you feel like
The. Bride Mrs. Baker is one
However, the Roy boys took "Guthman" concoctions.
you was greeting a real man. of work for the future and ask of Roy's popular young ladies
And for the help that reached him
decisions in their usual let the writer say right here immediately
the
out
to
come
all
every
the
members
He has lived on the Mesa
having come to Roy with her
Mr.
Robertson
since he homesteaded five miles each Wednesday evening;
parents from Texas several sportsmanlike manner, and are that everything was much finer would never have told us of the
satisfied
that if Raton gives than he will be able to describe accident, for he wns completely
east of that town in 1908 and
years ago and has made her
has been one of the leading farm SISTER REGINALD
under the water when heln
home here since. She is a tal them a return game at Roy la- with his limited vocabulary.
PASSES AWAY ented musician and at .present ter, things will show up, differAnyway the rains seriously reached him and he was dragers and citizens of his communinterfered with the little celebra ged from under the submersed
ity, and he will be sadly missed
is the Pianist of the Baptist ently.
Sister Reginald, a Sister from Church and is an ardent church
Ratonáis conceeded to have tion and there were not more car; The car was- pi:l!ed from
by those who have been his
neighbors for the past many Chicago who came to the Con- worker. She is ' the eldest one of tne fastest teams in this than sixty people present, but the river and up the embankvent a few weeks ago and who daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thorn cection of the state, and the those who were there absolute- ment and as soon as i; ,va3
years.'
";
boys are to be congratulated on ly had a wonderful time. There
was in the west for her health as Hughes of this place.OBITUARY
k
.
cranked ran better tha;i ,ovr,
tight game played, in fact was enough barbecued meat, altho theittop was
the
Monday morning and the
died
Groom is the eldest son Roy .is
demolished beihe
'
now classed amongst one pies, cakes, and dainties to teed yond recognition
William P. Mericle ' was bgrn funeral washeld. Wednesday, of A. J. Baker of south of town
and it hr.d
'
of
the best teams in the state. a regiment and enough refresh- some other body bruises.
January 19th, 1885 near Chester uorning from the !'. Georges and is one of the Roy boys that
Mi:,
The game scheduled for July ments to drown several good Robertson was not
...Thi funtrt': Servuv went to France and did his part
Illinois, and departed this life Ol'.'ii-dteven hurt,
July 4th, 1921, aged 36 years, 5 were in charge of Rev. Father in the World War.. He is a 'th was called off on account oí sized submarines. Many games other than a good shaking up
months and 15 days. He was Vaehon assisted "by Fathers young man of exempliary habits the rain. Doc McCargo was be were played during the evening and a free bath and he drove
the son of W. P. and Mary.Jane Capult of Dawson and Chateau and we congratulate him onhis ing held to pitch this game, and and there was also a session of the car home Tuesday and statMericle, his parents having pre- oí Springer. The body was laid excellent choicé of a life partner with a change of umpires the re dancing for the young folks ing that he had enjoyed his vaceded him to the Great Beyond, to rest in the Sisters burial lot but we also believe that the sults of the second game would while the older people rehearsed cation very much.
his father having died several in the beautiful Roy Cemetery. bride too has chosen well for liave been a different story no the history of the Mesa. More
n
will pub- the one who will be her future dnbt.
of these old time
years ago at Maysville, Arkan- Th i
Here's hoping that a return meetings should be staged INSTITUTE GIVES PROsas and his mother passed away lish" a complete obituary in next guide thru life's stormy path.
game, wil be given us by Raton among our people to create a
GRAM AND SOCIAL
in April 1920, near Mills, New week's paper.
The happy young couple will
m
near
the
future.
friendly
and
more
Mexico. ,'.
make their future home on the
'
; At the age of 18 years Mr. sided has lost one of its best groom's ranch southwest of The next game played by the spirit, .Mr. Guthman .advises The Instructors, Co. Supt.,
neighbors and the whole Mesa town where Edgar has been pro Roy Team will be on the home us that tins will not be the last and students of the Harding
"'. Mericle' moved' i(f Máystf lief
County Institute now in session
where he resided until one of its most upright' and paring a nice, little home for Ihe 'grounds Sunday aftersocn and one at' his place. ..... ,,.
gave a Scciaiyaid Pro-- ,
swift,
Springer
tie.
with
the
loyal
citizens.
to
His new home which is .'a at 'Roy'
1908 when he immigrated
past' several weeks, just big
'
The funeral was held from enough' for two, and where they team. Springer has"" been Roy s strictlv modern structure. Í3 gram last Wednesday evening
New Mexico, filing on a homeChurch. The
New Mexico the Christain Chirrch Wednes- will be at home to their many old rival and each team will be equipped with furnace heat, at the
stead
to
best
test
a
tuned
the
for
real
church
was
ten
filled
with people
the
o'clock,
morning
at
day
water,
laundry
running
room,
the
rest
of
and like many of the
friends oil and after July 15th. Sunday
'
we don't miss and we understand an electric and all enjoyed the program
and
if
early pioneers undergoing and Rev. G. B. Hall officiatingwho
n
ex
Ihe
enduring the hardships of a in a f w well chosen words out- tends congratulations to Edgar our guess, the fans will witness light plant has just been pur- very much. The program was
lined the life of the deceased and Fanny Belle and hope that one of the best games of. the chased. Mr. Guthamn asked of an impromptu nature, and
homesteader.
us to say that all these improve was given by the instructors and
On January 19th, 1916, he and gave comforting words to their future life will be strewn season, next Sunday.
Pwoy- -.
H
E
A
R
AB
PO
chuixh
large
The
bereaved.
mens were purchased wifct mon- teachers in attendance and sevewas married to Isla E. Coonrad the
with flowers and happiness.
1 1 1 0 ey made from the dry lana ral excellent numbers were giv0
5
.
Hester.ss...
sorrowing
filled
5
with
being
past
forthe
at Raton and
Nicholson Hull
McMinimy.Sb 5 0 2 1
and friends who had
farm on which the improve- en consisting of readings, songs
years they have made their
1
McCargo,
3
cf
relast
pay
to
their
gathered
ments
homeare located and that they impromptu talks etc.
home on Mi's.. Mericles6
..4
Barrett,
Immediately after the prolb
so
been
spects
who
had
him
to
While
all
practically
Roy.
everyone
paid for. '
are
of
15
miles
north
stead
1
2
0
4
7
2
gram
Justice,
a social hour was spent
c...
whole
to
and
the
was at tne pictme snow last
We shall watch for the next
Altho Mr. Mericle' had never much to them
0. 0 5 0 0 Guthman Celebration date, and and punch and cake was served
3
Foley,
If...;.
in
was
funeral
The
NicholSaturday
evening
Mesa.
yet
he
Frank
united with any church,
'
1
to all present. County ' Superhad tried hard to live a real charge of Undertaker I. C. son and Beulah Hull invited a Floersheim.rf 34 00 1 03 20 01 hope that it won't
rain all day so we can ail get intendent, Mrs. Coffeen, acted
Christain life and his motto in Dodds who prepared the body few of their Roy friends over to Hooper, 2b.. 3
0 3 0 out and celebrate
Hephner,
p..
Illinois
Palmyra,
doto
ar.d
Eating
House
shipment
with Mr. as chairman of the program
the
Railroad
for
Rule",
Golden
life was "The
and Mrs. DeFrees presided 'at
Guthman and his family.
ing unto others at all times, as and thesorrowing wife left on also Judge Foster to call arouna
10
8
34
.
Total
24
the punch bowl.
2''
Wednesday
with
Judge
well
and
Mr.
noon
one
is
of
the
Foster
him
train
then
the
Guthman
.
ho would have them do unto
Raton-Me- rrill,
AB R II PO A
All in a'l it was one of those
Dry land farmers that has made
and in this way, he lived a pure the body for that place and rose cpufetly and informed those
5.;
3b.
..
pleasant
evenings that, we .all
in
place
the
present that he had a few words
more tiran good on tne ucsa
burial will take
upright and noble life.
o
11
G.
Zeller,
lb
enjoy
so
much and we hope
Cemetery
the
say
to
Palmyra
when
ex
and
and
he
had
the
his
failing
beautiful
said
and
ranch
fine
Mr. Mericle had been
3 i
them two more happy hearts Pierson, 2b. ,
cellent improvements on it are that the Harding County Insti
in health for the past 18 months latter part of the week.
0 0
Fomero, rf . .
n
and beat as one.
surely evidence that he has tute will meet and hold its scs- The
but never complained of his af'
1 0
Broughton,cf
of
deepest
groom
Mr.
good, and is proof that ions in Roy each year, for we
Nicholson
the
do
extends
the
made
to
staff
able
its
been
fliction and had
2 3
anyone who has the brawn and know if they do, we will get to
his work about the ranch until sympathy to the bereaved wife, came to Koy a lew weeKS ago Ortiz, ss
1 0
from Gladstone and has engag Smith, If.... 4
brain can become comfortable ttend their annual social and
Saturday evening when he be- sisters and brothers.
3
6 2
Sears, e
carpenter
work
in
Card
Thanks
here
ed
of
passthe
and
situated by using them both to let us tell it to you, if ycu nú.ja
worse
suddenly
came
Ban-- , p.
0 3
2
these socials, you arc mismg
an advantage on this Mesa.
ed away. Sunday, afternoon at We wish to express our heart and will assist on the new school
0
0
0
xJ.
Zeller,...
a real treat.
and
He
formerly
is
our
relatives
work.
to
house
thanks
felt
three o'clock.
Mr. Mericle leaves to mourn friends who were so kind and from Oklahoma but has lived in
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
'Total ,....30 3 5 27 14
his early death, a heart broken thoughtful to us during the sick the Des Moines and Gladstone
'
o
'
REBEKAHS INSTALL
mxRan
in
for Barr
fifth
the past two
wife, three, brothers, Herbert néss, death and burial of cur neighborhoods
by
issued
been
A
call
ahs
OFFICERS
ning.
and Charles of east of Mills and dear husband. and brother, also years.
SecreMitchell
and
Chairman
Ortiz,
Two
Justice.
hits
base
words
youngest
kind
his
The
for
the
Hall.
bride
Rev.
is
sjks of Decatur, Arkansas; to
The Rebckah Locge installed
bases Floersheim, Ortiz tary Lopez of the Harding
Fmr sisters, Mrs. - H. B. Ed- and to those who gave the flor- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Stolen
Com
Republican
County
Central
officers
last Friday evening arid
Hephby
pitcher
Hit
Seal's.
woras
and
Hull of east of Gladstone
wards and Mrs. E.- L. Spencer al offerings. Your kind
all' precincts to hold had a very pleasant evening in
for
mittee
(Hephner).
Barr
(Barr);
ner
lahelp
to
young
do
popular
much
one
will
is
the
of
of
deeds
Jones
and
of Raton. Mrs. Clara
work. The following
Bases on balls Oif Barr, McCar primaries for the election of Lodge
East St. Louis, Illinois and Mrs. us bear the 'grief that we must dies of that community and for go,
precinct
each
from
delegate
are
officers
Merinstalled i. ,.'
one
the
Hephner,
Floersheim;
past
days.
been
weeks
has
befew
the
go thru in these dark
B. H. Mitchell of east of Roy
to
county
be
convention
Noble
to
a
Plumlee, Vice
Grand,
Etta
G,
Ortiz,
Zeller,
Fomero,
rill,
assisting at the Railroad Eating
Mrs. Win. P. Mericle
sides a number of other relatiSecretary
7
Stella
Baum,
; by held at Mosquero on July 25th. Grujid,
by
Hephner,
out
Struck
House.
ves and friends.
and the brothers and
members will form the Myra O. DeFrees, Treasurer.
These
5. Wild pitch Barr, 1.
Barr
will
couple
young
happy
The
In the loss of Mr. Mericle,
sisters.
Umpires Foster and Weath-erhill. Countv Central Committee and Homer Holmes, R. S. N. G.
be at home to their many
the community in which, he re- of game One will elect their permanent chair Clara F. Roy, L. S. N. G. ShirTime
;ri'5nds in Roy within a few days
man and secretary. It is hoped ley Nutter, R. S. V. G. Etta
n
ex hour and fifty minutes.
The
that each "precinct will hold the Hornbaker, L. S. V. G. Edith
to
the
tends congratulations
The Anderson Machine Works primary called for and that a Caris, I. G. Neis Benson, O. G.
happy couple and wishes them
salesmen of the famous Oil Pull full representation win be pres- Clint Hester.
all of the joys of life.
After the installation was con
also the Hart Parr are ent. On account of the formaTractor
young
We can see m these
'
making
number of sales of tion of new nrecincts it is bare eluded a fine lunch was seived
a
maVino-- of- the h.in- .onnioo th
""f v"
i
py homes ana the kid.we need tractors and separators; during ly possible that some precincts by the lunch committee.
The Local Rebekah is one of
.'.45c, to build up this Mesa and help the past lev days they have may tail to receive the proper
Sunkist Tuna Fish 13 oz regular price 60c, today. ...
following: An Oil Pull notice in writing but it is hop ed the fast growing Fraternal orsold
the
New
spot
of
.
today,
.
35c,
.
garden
price
7
.,25c.
oz
regular
make
it
the
Fish
Tuna
Sunkist
Tractor, also a fine separator to that each nvecinct will hold its ganizations of Roy and is doing
..25c. Mexico.
White Star Tuna Fish regular price 30c, today
Davenport and Waggoner of primary and send a delegate.' If excellent work. They have a
17.
today.
.12
Vic
regular
price
oz
13
Albacore Tuna Fish
Gladstone ; also an Oil Pull unacquainted with the lines ot fine drill team and the work
near
...10c
Albacore Tuna Fish 7 oz regular price 15c, today. . .
to Martin Rhyne, and a the nrecinct it is well to bear m done by the team has few equals
tractor
10c,
today.
price
Albacore Tuna Fish 3Vs oz regular
'
NOTICE
; Hart Parr to the Newton Broth'mind" that the old precincts re in New Mexico.
;
.$2.00
......
Gallon Mazóla Oil at . .
main as before with the except
II.
White
J.
Abbott.
near
ers
..60c
, . ..."
Quart Mazóla Oil at
..'...'
On account of sickness in the purchased a fine Rumley thresh ion of those that were divided
Pints Mazóla Oil at
family and not.' being able to er and they have a number of bv county lines when that part
NOTICE ODD FELLOWS
care for all the necessary work, other deals pending which they of the precinct taken into the
'
-o
.'
'i'-;
,
lam compelled to close the expect to close within the next new county remains only that Next Wednesday evening JuDRY GOODS
Elite Cafe for a few days, but few days. The Anderson boys iritory taken into the new ly 13th Homestead Lodge No.
'' Men Summer Caps at Half Price
will reopen again just as soon are hustlers and are believers in county.
46, will put on the Third Degree
. . ; . .
Men Overalls . . .'.
6c as I possibly can which will pro- printers ins- ana tneir extensive
and we want to see a good atbably be within a week or so.
advertising the past year has
tendance.- Come out" Brothers'
(Watch this space every week)
P. C. ilairps begun reaping them fruit3 as
Sheriff George Spivey and aid lets pat the Degree on as it
their large number of sales Benj. F. Brown from Mosquero should be. We shall expect
were business visitors m Roy every member of the Degree
show. ..-''".Marli; Woods- - was. ,u? fronx
last Thursday. ,Geca-g. is on team to be present-- .
; Editor Schultz is "on the sick the'joh .and., we feel sure will
loading
provisions
up
Mosquero
- Benj,, F. Wright,' N. G.
'A Profitable Place to Trade',
make ua an excellent sheriff.'
for Harvest last Friday.
list this week.
Thos. Strong, Sec.
'
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After Long Suffering Mrs. Siefert
Was Restored to Health by
Lydla E. PinkLam's Vegetable
Compound,

By Randal!
Parrish

suffered with
Pottsville, Pa.-- "I
female trouble for four or five years and
was very irregular.
was not tit to do
my work at times
I

got no benefit

I

i

saw Lydia

's

i.

finit-ham-

"GEORGE

Vegetable

Compound
tised in the

advernews-

papers and took
and got all right.

gained

I

Dounds

,

it
1

twenty

or more and

am now able to do my work. I recommend the Vegetable Compound to my
friends and you may use these facts as a
testimonial. 'Mrs. Sallie Siefert,
313 W. Fourth Street, Pottsville, Pa.
The everyday life of many housewives
Is a continual struggle with weakness

There is nothing more wearing than the ceaseless round of household duties and they become doubly hard
when some female trouble makes every
bone and muscle ache, and nerves all on
and pain.

edge.

If you are one of these women do not
suffer for four or five years as Mrs.
Siefert did, but profit by her experience
and be restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Old Ed Howe's Neighbor.

If you want to talk blue talk : bust
nc-sall gone to pot; country facing
the worst time In its history; haven't
begun to see the hard times yet ; prices
going lower and half the merchants art
going to fail ;
of the farms
will be foreclosed, and all that line ol
conversation, don't come around und
talk It to the Times. In the first place
we don't believe It, and In the second
place it makes us feel bnd. and nervous
for a while. Clay Center (Kan.)
s

two-thir-

'

'

Times.

Synopsis. In a New York Jewelry
tore Philip Severn, United States
consular agent, notices a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
It. Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing-- giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country Beeklng to overthrow
the Chilean government. The writing mentions a rendezvous, and
Severn decides to Investigate. Finding the place mentioned In the writing apparently deserted, Severn
visits a saloon In the vicinity. A
woman In the place Is met by a
man, seemingly by appointment,
and Severn, his suspicions aroused,
follows them. They go to the designated meeting place, an abandoned Iron foundry. At the rendezvous Severn Is accepted as one
of the conspirators and admitted.
He meets a stranger who addresses
him as Harry Daly. The Incident
plays into Severn's hands and he
accepts It.

parently was the active leader here Ir.
New York, or the revolutionary representative in Washington, seemingly
known as Méndez? Whichever It was,
that man evidently had the disposition
of this vast sum entirely at his disposal; either It was already in his
hands or so deposited as to be quickly
available.
Iu my Judgment the fel.
low would be Alva, for sundry reasons; first, he had been one of the men
registered at the hotel when the lacquered box was lost; and second, the
expenditure of this money was seemingly Intended to be made in and about
the port of New York If I read the
message right. In the purchase of arms
and munitions for shipment to South
America ; perhaps the enlistment of a
'

body of fighting men..
So far the matter was fairly clear
Alva as the local revolutionary agent
hnd been Intrusted by the Junta with
this money to spend in a certain detl
nlte way; but he must work under
strict orders coming from the head
CHAPTER IV Continued
quarters at Washington. He dare not
assume the Initiative without the "O.
I looked at him doubtfully.
"up
Méndez.
"Well, of course, Tve got to think K." of the man higher
so," I admitted, hoping, to gain further Something had occurred to delay ac;
enlightenment,
"but you leave me tion that made' no difference, but now
the
time
had come. Méndez, ,unable to
pretty well In the dark. What do I
be present In person, und even fearful
really know?
Nothing.
You talk
Junta
glibly about a million you propose go- to permit any of his
coning fifty-fiftwith me on. Thnt nat- representatives to appear In this
urally sounds good, but it would sound nection, had chosen to send a woman,
better If I even knew who I was deal- who would be unsuspected,- - to deliver
ing with. I never saw you before In to the conspirators his definite plan of
All this seemed reasonable
action.
my life."
.
"H I, that's so," he grinned cheer- enough, and in no way surprised me.
But the appearance of the woman
fully, "I forgot I wasn't talking to an
old pal. Just to be sure you're Harry did, and also the close Intimacy of this
Daly was enough to make me cough man Harris. She was not criminal, not
up, but that don't help you out, does even of the Insurrectionary class to my
It? Ever hear of 'Gentleman George' eyes, and I could not Imagine what Influence had ever Induced her to accept
In your travels?"
Something about
"George Harris!" the name leaped such a commission.
lo my lips' in Inspiration ; only the flay her personality, some undefined quality
of womanhood, had made a definite lm- before I had chanced, to read a magazine account of a famous criminal exploit. His eyes gleamed In genial apr
preciation.
"I thought maybe' that would fetch
you," he said exultantly. "There alri't
many of the old boys but have my
number, nnd they all know I piny
square. How Is it? Will we' shake
hands, and call It a deal? I've got to
get back In with that bunch."
I 'took the extended hand cordially,
feeling the iron grip of his fingers. I
do not believe I was ever more frightened In my life, although outwardly
cool enough, and my brain perfectly
clear. There was no retreat possible.
I must go on, acting out the strnnge
character In this drama to which I hod
been assigned.
"But you are not known by that
name here?" I ventured.
"I should say not. I'm Horner, P.
S. Horner of Detroit.
See! That's
the guy who had the papers. He was
English all right but pretended to bo
United States, and had a passport to
come through with this bunch.
So
I've got the bull by the tall for a cool
million, old man, a million. All I'm
ifrald of Is this d d woman they always did get my goat."
"Keep still, and let her show her
cards," I suggested, feeling the necesWould Be Suicida! to Attempt Viewing
sity of saying something.
the Room Beyond.
"What I'm aiming to do. Well, so
long, Daly. I'll be back presently with presslon upon my mind, not to be efeverything straight. Better turn out faced. Everything was against her
the light, or some me might wander the saloon in which she waited alone;
In here."
her coming there secretly in the night ;
I was alone again. In the dark, hut the meeting with an unknown man;
under vnstly different circumstances
the accompanying him up that black
than when wandering blindly about alley to this hidden rendezvous of conbetween those tmprlsonlng factory spiracy. Every act stamped her as unWith no effort of my own. worthy.
walls.
purely by blind chance, I had been
In spite of all this evidence as to the
given a new name and Identity, and as truth of the matter, nothing harmoInstantly Inducted Into a revolutionary
nized. - She did not belong the gulf
criminal plot as fascinating as it un- was too wide. Yet there was no fhher
doubtedly was dangerous. Who Harry explanation possible she was actually
Daly might be I had not the slightest here, In the den of conspiracy, alone
conception, yet there was no escape among all these men, unafraid, the
from the conviction that Harris be- recognized
representative of the
lieved blindly In my Identity. He was Chilean revolutionary Junta, bringing
not acting, for he would .have no poswith her direct from Washington those
sible object In such pretense. I was final Instructions for which they waito his mind Harry Daly, a
tedInstructions, no doubt, Involving
criminal, an International thief, a man unneutrallty, destruction, death,
after his own heart, to be warmly welthe extinction of a friendly
comed Into partnership as a most valugovernment ; all this that could be com.
able ally.
passed by the expenditure of a million
What should I do under these dollars In ruthless hands. It was unpecullor circumstances? Seek to es thinkable, yet every evidence proved It
cape during his .absence, and thus true.
frighten the covy, or remain, and trust
There came to me an Insane desire
fortune to show me a way to both ex to overhear what she hnd to say; to
pose their villainy and save myself? I watch her once more, when free to
was young, adventurous, and I chose study her unnoticed, and to see this
the latter, thinking less of the danger, gang to whom she brought her mesI admit, than óf the mystery of the sage. Almost without realizing my accase, and yes, the girl.
tion I crept In the dark out luto the
Harris had spoken confidently of nairow passage, and felt my way
gaining possession of a large sum a along the rough board walls. As I admillion dollars, surely a stake worth vanced cautiously the full Ingenuity
daring much for but how, by what with which the place had been premeans, did he expect to get his hands pared for Just this foul purpose beon such a fortune?
came more apparent.
The narrow
My mind reverted to the fragment passage I followed, my hands touching
of letter which had sent me on this either wall, was not straight, but
mad chase, to Us mention of a letter curved to the right, and it dawned
of credit to be deposited with the upon me that it skirted the main apartbanker, Krantz, to the credit of the ment, where, In all probability, the
recipient The writer had stated that conference was being hela. This acthe sum would be found ample for all counted for the fact that no gleam of
needs. But a million dollars! Could light was visible, and that, in anticipaIt be possible that so large an amount tion of their use, separate and small
would be thus advanced? If so, then rooms had been constructed, connected
together yet so Isolated as to permit
the result hoped for must be proporTo wnom had of the utmost privacy. One of .'these
tionately Important
thl UHter bcea wat Aira, who ap Harris had left me In, and now I
well-know- n
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ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Warning 1 Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin
by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions
Take Aspirin only as told in the Báyei
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache.
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists alsc
sell larger packages.
Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture ol
Monoacetlcacldester of Salicycacid,

d

Glass Workers Lose Sight
Many of the workmen In the gloss
factories of Venice begin to lose their
sight after they have passed their fortieth year and soon become totally
blind.
The Impairment of Vision Is
caused by the excessive heat and the
glare from the glass furnaces.

Don't Forget Cutlcura Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, rendering other perfumes superfluous.
You may rely on It because one of the
Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment nnd
Talcum). 25c each everywhere.'
The New Habit
"Are you having any difficulty
prohibition in Crimson Gulch?"
"No," replied Cactus Joe. "Man Is
the creature of habit, and while we
dunno whether we approve of It oi
not, we can't help beln' surprised at
the number of men that has contracted
the habit of not takln' a drink."
'

HARRISI"

ne who' has misgivings at the start
will never finish anything.
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There
Pos-

sibilities of Country Proved.
Cop7TiM, br EandaU ParrUb.

ivsnA that the passage led me not di
rect lo the stain apartment, but to an
other smaller room, whose door barVsd
This, I figured out,
hiy progress.
might be the same Into which Wine
had entered In 'search of Alva, when
he deserted me in the front hallway.
Intently, but heard no
. I listened
sound within, wi. satisfied the room
was without occupants, vennrrei finally to gain a glimpse inside. It was a
room not altogether unlike the one
I had Just left, although smaller,
and containing a chair or two In ad'
dltlon to the writing table. I noted
these things quickly, my gaze straying
to a partially open door in the board
wall to the right through which a
brighter glow of light streamed. My
ears caught the sound of voices, the
words indistinct
Although' convinced the small room
was without occupants, I was some
Moments screwing up my courage to
enter. Yet there was no other way In
which I could learn the meaning of all
this, or be prepared to intelligently
play my part later with Harris. To
trap the fellow I must know his purpose, be able, to answer his Inquiries
and seem conversant with his vil;
lainy.
The dor opened toward me, but it
would be suicidal to attempt viewing
the room beyond through that opening.
The only thing I dare venture was to
gain such survey as was possible by
means of the narrow crack below the
hinge on which the door swung. This
afforded me the merest glimpse of one
side of the room, revealing four or five
men' sitting motionless on a bench
against the wall, evidently listening intently to what was going on opposite
them. With the exception of Wine,
who was third In the row, no face I
saw was In the least famlllai two
being pronouncedly Spanish, the others not so easily recognized as to nationality. I had no difficulty whatever
In overhearing their voices, and grasping the sense of what they were saying. As a general thing the words used
were English, although occasional!.
some one requested an explanation m
Spanish, which was Immediately given.
However, almost the first sentence
overheard convinced me that I had arrived too late to learn directly the nature of those Instructions received
from Washington.
Alva was asking a
;

While Canada wants settlers, and Is
pursuing every legitimate means to
secure them, it is realized, as pointed
out by Hon. J. A. Calder, minister of
Immigration and colonization, that selection is necessary, and in order to
keep, undesirables out of the country
legislation Is passed that will doubtless have this, effect As pointed out
by the minister, the class of settlers
which Canada stands most ready to
welcome are those who desire:
Opportunity to acquire good farm
land, either free "or at a cost within
' '
'
their means.
,
Opportunity to live in a country under healthful conditions and liberal
laws and among an Intelligent and
friendly people.
. Opportunity .to live in a country
where children receive free public education and where all children are enabled to start In the battle Of life with,
as nearly as possible, equal advantages.
Opportunity to live In a country
where Industry applied ,to the land
will produce something more than the
bare necessities of life, and will afford
within reasonable time comfort and

X
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ELECTRIC PASTE

ThBuarantwl"ltlller''forKats,Mlce.Cookrosche,
An,. b.I W.,.ritnn ttlA ffttatPBt KDOWll CaiTiert
of disease. They destroy both food and property.
Steams' Hlectrlo Past force; these peste to run
from the building for water and fresh air.
HEADY FOR JJSE BETTER THAN TRAPS
Dlreotlon In 16 languages i n Tery box.
Two sliei,86o and 11.60. Bnongb to kill M to 00 IMS.
U. S. Government boys It.

Comfort Your Skin
With Cuticura Soap
and Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c OiatBCDt 25

aid

50c, Talcum 25c.

Saved illy Life
tVifh

lafonic

Says tlew J&rsey Woman

"I was nearly dead until I found
Eatonic and I can truly say It saved
my life. It Is the best stomach medicine ever made,"- writes Mrs. Ella
'
Smith.
l.
, , .
.
Acid stomach causes awful misery
which Eatonic quickly gets rid of by
taking up and carrying out the acidity
and gases which prevent good digestion. A tablet taken after meals brings
quick relief. -- Keeps the stomach
healthy and helps to prevent the many
Independence.
,
ills so liable to arise from excess acid.
Opportunity to live In a country Don't
suffer from stomach miseries
where ambition Is not handlcappe.d by when you can get a big box of Eatonic
any creed, birth, or class, but where for a trifle with your druggist's guar
every citizen has the right to aspire antee.
to the highest position In his or her
-

.

chosen walk In life.
These are the conditions which will
appeal to the most desirable people
for this or any country,1 conditions
which, to a certain degree, make an
automatic selection of the fittest.
Canada possesses farm lands in
large areas which may be had free or
at a cost within the reach of the settler of limited means. Vast areas are
available for settlement within reasonable distances of railways. Land values have In the last quarter of a century received a tremendous Impetus,
so that any good farm land which can
still be secured In its raw state at
reasonable prices is an attraction.
Such lands today are probably more
attractive to the settler than were the
free homesteads of the pioneer era.
.The country has, been tried, out f Its'
possibilities have been proved ; the
trails have been blazed ; the foundalaid. Railroads, teletions have-beephones and public roads have been
provided; market towns dot the prairies and other agricultural districts;
schools, churches, and all the marks
'
question.'
of modern conditions of life abound.
"But we are ready to act now," he Records which have been taken over
said Impatiently, his foreign accent a period of years establish the fact
faint, yet plainly perceptible, "have that Western Canada's grain producbeen ready for a month past. What tion Is greater per acre than that of
necessity then Is there for further de- probably any other new country.' It Is
lay?"
worthy of note that the production of
grain per acre in many of the older
The woman, whom he evidently addressed, must have been very close to countries has Increased with the Inthe door; her voice soft, but speaking tensified farming methods which the
with clear enunciation, sounded almost very high cost of land made necessary.
This condition does not yet obtain to
within reach of my hand.
"The
reason is Valparaiso," of any extent In Canada, and yet. the
course," she said ; "It Is not Washing- yield compares favorably with some
ton at alj. When you strike, the people such countries In which the cost of
must be ready there. You say you are land Is very much greater than it is
prepared, senor. That Is wbat I was In the farming districts of the Dosent to learn, and I find you are not minion. In most cases present owners
of Canadian farm land who are not
prepared."
"Not ready ! We are organized and cultivating It themselves are willing
to sell at moderate prices and on
sworn to service."
She seemed to lean forward, her terms arranged for the convenience of
the purchaser, provided that the purvoice changing almost to a whisper.
"I see that, your eagerness, your de- chaser is prepared to go Into actual
votion. But that Is not readiness for operation, and bring the land under
such a duty. Who has been chosen for cultivation and cause It to produce.
the act Itself the post of danger? No That Is the kind of settler which Canada wants and to whom it exteads
one. Until the man I need not name
dies, we can accomplish nothing. You open arms. Advertisement
have taken no ballot. If the single
Positive and Comparative.
word was flashed, tonight, 'Go,' and It
During a recent business men's conmay be, who among you is authorized
vention In Chicago, one man apto execute the order?"
proached another in the lobby of a
She paused, but no voice spoke.
"Nor Is that all; the money from hotel and by way of Introducing him
England yet lies untouched.. Surely self, said :
"I'm Beck."
your instructions were clear, and noth"That's good," replied the man ad
ing Is being accomplished for the
cause while it rests in the vault It dressed, taking the proffered hand,
"I'm more so."
will require all of thirty days to dis"You're what?" asked the first
tribute this Into the proper hands,
here and in Chile, yet nothing has speaker.
"I say that I am more so," repeated
been done. 'We supposed It was already In circulation. What caused the the other.
"What do you mean by that?"
delay?"
"Why, you say you are Beck."
One of the men on the bench spoke,
"Yes, I am. My name is Beck."
a heavily built fellow, with a' long
"Well, my name is Becker."
gray mustache, and horn spectacles
shading his eyes.
There -- is a Providence that shapes
"AH I know Iss et valt on der order
ends of poetry : none of the inslDld
the
of Gustave Alva to be Indorsed by
..
Senor Méndez. I hoi' ett so In trust, kind survives long.
from the agj-nt- .
Ett was in a private
Satari Is .willing to let men go to
safe, a package of currency, only I
church on Sunday If they will work for
know where. The bank hav nothing
hiuv the remainder of the week.
to do with der deal." r
"I understand. The agent gave you
personally the letter of credit, which
you immediately cashed, and you' now
hold the currency subject to call?"
"Certainly; dat vos how ett vos. The
agent, he tell me."
;
,.
.
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MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

your vital organs healthy with

G0LDMEDAL

The world's standard remedy for iddney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles since
1696; conecta disorders; BtitmlUtes . vital
organs. All druggists, three sires.'
Look for the name Gold Medal on Tery box
and accept no imitation
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Flies!

Kill All

PlaMri anywbtre, DAISY FLY KILLER attract! and
kills all fliaa. Neat, clean, ornamental, convenient and
uuiuaiiaea- mrretieap.
fmon. Hade of metal, .
can't soil! or Hoover:
will not soil or injure
ftnjrthingT, Guaranteed.
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I have a bargain for yon, oome quick,
W. 1 DeCLOW'8 JACK Vl&itt
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Mlcbiiu Art,. Colon.
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Watson
Patent Lawyer,
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1). O. AdTice and book free
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Are Corns a Luury7
When Is a luxury tax? Kepresenta-tlv- e
Aaron S. Krelder tells this story:
A woman went Into a restaurant and
ordered a plate of Ice cream, and when
she came to pay, she had a check for
15 cents and 2 cents was added to it.
She asked : "What does that 2 cents
'
nieun?"
"Well," she was told, "15 cents for
your ice cream and 2 cents luxury
tax."
She paid it, and then she walked
across the street to the drug story and
asked for a corn plaster, and she got
a check for 10 cents, and 1 cent added..
She said: "What is the 1 cent for?"
"That is the luxury tax."
"Well," she said, "this is the first
time I ever knew that corns were a
luxury."
Now that Is the way It goes. There
are a great many things to be considered in discussing tax propositions.
From the Nation's Business.
i

Helping Natura.
Lady Why don't you feed that dog?
Small Boy I want him to be a greyhound.
-

--

A coward is a man who knows he la
wrong,. but refuses to admit It.

Got Skiii Diseasé?

Purify Your Blood

"What re you doing; here?"
he gasped. "Listening?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Opportunities and Conditions
Appeal to the Most Desirable
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took medicine
V and
from a doctor and

KILL RATS TODAY

Why Western Canada Can Take
Her Pick of Settlers.

Author of
"The Strange Case
of Cavendish"

theSilver'Dagger

1
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Isn't She the Cutup?
Woman Writer A festive touch
mav be Imparted to rice croouette bv
hiding a big raisin In the heart of
each. Boston '.transcript.
;Even

the;

homely

girl

will

be

á

pretty old one If ah live long enongft.

A great part of the maddening get right after the blood itself.
and mortifying skin troubles that
S.S.S., the famous old herb remplague humanity are due solely to edy, has helped enrich the blood of
disorders of the blood. Relief from thousands, and relieved their itchthese can be had only by removing' ing skin torture, during the last
from your blood stream
fifty years.
Cet S.S.S. from your
. the impurities that cause
druggist today, and after
the itching.
Á
4
For this you must take
starting with it write us
an internal blood remedy.
a history of your case,
Outside applications have
addressing Chief Medical
no effect on the cause of
Advisor, 837 Swift Lablllij.i
Ml."
oratory, Atlanta, Geor
the torture. Their relief
it shortlived You must
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PAUL K. KINGSBURY,
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JOHN U. TOBLER,
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PUBLIC LAND SALE
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MÜN 'E"f "SiUXE t
Wow,
much do you want?
We have
e
$100,000 to loan on
Department of the Interior,
10 percent; long time and
at
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayTell us your
ton, New Mexico, June 13, 1921. quick payments.
finance
'
we
can help
troubles,
Sale authorized by "C"
you.
NOTICE is hereby given that,
Schultz and Johnson.
as directed, by the Commissioner
of the General Land office, under provisions of Sec. 2455, R.
Chas Hutton and wife of
S., pursuant to the application
yisited at the George
of Maurice N. Baker, Roy, N.
M.. Serial No! 027471, we will Lewis home several days last
offer at public sale to the high- week. Mrs. Hutton is a sister
est bidder, but at not less than of Mr. Lewis. They returned
$2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. home Monday.
M., on the 16th day of August

COUNTY SEAT

Harvesting is 'almost readv
to commence. A few of the
more advanced fields will probably be ready for the bindérs
this week.
Senator Mitchell from the val
ley was a business caller in town
visiting friends and looking af
ter business and political mat-

Real-Estat-

Wal-senbu-

ters.

The postoffice has been moved
to the McGlothlin building, additional fixtures added and a
modern, .uptodate office that
does credit to the little town in
stalled in the new location.
The office building erected by
Mr. E. L. Fuller for the Harding
County Abstract Company has
been finished, given its , first
coat of paint and is now occupied by the company and adds
considerable to the better appearance of the South Second

1921,

next, at this office, the
tract of land:

following

SE14-SW1- 4,

Sec. 22, T. 18 N., R. 26
E. N. M. P. M.

The sale will not be kept open
but will be declared closed when
those present at the hour nam

V

ed have ceased bidding.

The
person making the highest bid
will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount

thereof.
Any persons claiming adverse
d
ly the
land are
advised to file their claims, or
Street.
The County Commissioners objections, on or before the
have rented the Kress building time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
and will remodel it, put in parRegister.
titions, additional doors and
windows and other needed improvements and prepare tempo-ra- y
R. Lopez made a business trip
quarters for the different to Raton last Saturday in the
county offices. While not all interest of the office of the
that could be desired as an office County Clerk.
building

it will do until

rg

A

--

The U. S. L. battery
has proved its value, it
is not an unknown quality, and it is always bet
ter to be safe than sorry
We hare new batteries
on hand at all times. . .
Magneto, starter, gene
rator and battery repair
work promptly done.
Free Water
and

above-describe-

Inspection

v

perman-

ent quarters can be prepared.
ANDERSON BATTERY
We understand that County
The
Boosters Association Clerk Anderson has sold his resCOMPANY
have called a meeting for next idence in the west part of town
Saturday night for the. purpose to. W. H. McCarger and has purof forming an estimate of the chased the Claude Earl Wilson
amount of wheat that will be residence at Mosquero where he
harvested on the Mesa and will make his future home.
Do you know you are missing
steps are being taken to try ánd
some mighty fine pictures at the
secure a market with the mills
Inis Hall arrived in Roy the Roy Theatre every Saturday
of the Southwest in an attempt latter part 01 last week tor a night. The managers Eberhart
to secure a little better price few weeks visit with relatives and Nickens are showing the
than that afforded by the ship in and near Roy. Miss is teachpers who ship the wheat out of ing in the Deaf and Dumb best pictures that they can get.
the country, paying heavy School of Kansas and is consid and you can see just as good picfreight rates on the wheat and ered one of the best instructors tures at Roy, as you can at Vethen still heavier rates on the in this work in the school.
gas or Raton. Come out tonight
flour returned. The matter
and see for your self.
has been taken up with various FOR SALE Five eights'; t seven
large mills and it is hoped that foot log chain, see E. F. Henry.
something may be accomplished
BRAND
that will be of material benefit Stubbs, who homesteaded South
to the Mesa.
"Be a does not a knocker."
town, and although here'' but
If you have, any especialy of
A good rain the fourth and
a short time is one of
good, clear cut photos ot your
fifth crops are good, wheat will
fairest,
prized
most
and
farm, farm stock, crops of farm
soon be ready to harvest
buildings and will bring them to daughters. We wish the young
The fourth of July Celebraa
long and happy life and
the Boosters Association it may couple
tion at the Clem Davis home
to
venture
say
ever
in
if
that
be the means of. securing some
the history of the Mesa there was well attended and enjoyed
valuable advertising tor your
by all present.
community and the Mesa in gen- was couple that really deserved
Plowing seems to be the order
eral as their publicity committee life's richest blessing it is this of the day now.
are getting out publicity matter worthy young couple. They
Mrs. H. H. Mayberry is on
which is printed in different will be at home to their many the sick list this week.
new
friends
home
at
the
just
periodicals calling attention to
Nellie Bowman visited the
the Mesa and its resources and finished on a lot in the addition Fred Davis home this week.
rapid developement.
Last recently platted just North of Ollie Kershner, J. M. Johnson
week's issue of the Great Di town.
Mr. Holland, from Canada and and family, were the Sunday
vide and one of the Denver pa
guests at the H. H. Mayberry
'
pers carried a panorama photo more recently from Wyoming home.
of the Mosquero celebration and arrived m Mosquero and is vis
articles describing the county iting his brother Mr. Thos. ' S.
Curtis Coldiron came in from
and Mesa. Get in behind this Holland, who lives East of Regina, N. M. a few days ago
movement and help advertise town. These two brothers had and brought with him a wife.
not seen each other for a num
your community.
Altho Curtis had been married
The young folks of Mosquero ber of years and will doubtless for months, very féw new that
and surrounding country met mutually enjoy this visit.
Quite a few of our people he had become a benedict. The
at the new garage last Saturday
lucky young lady was formerly
evening for the purpose of en have gone to Las Vegas to at Miss Clara McCoy and the wedjoying the last dance on the ex tend the cowboy's reunion which ding occurred on February 12th.
cellent floor before it is formal- will take place on the 4th, 5th, Here's success to you Mr. and
ly devoted to the use of a gar- and 6th of this month. Mr. Mrs. Coldiron from the
age. Good music, a jolly crowd Jess Ford, the clown at the Mos force. Bring us a smoko.
and a good .floor enabled them quero celebration has betn em
to enjoy the event as only the ployed by the Las Vegas mana WANTED Jersey bull of
young folks can enjoy such a gement to furnish fun and vicable age. J. M.
Roy.
amusement at their celebration
combination.
M.
N.
tf.
Mosquero having celebrated and took his trained burros
ago.
someThat
overland
time
the county seat dedication felt
Leonard Graham of Regina
that she should help out her he will make good there goes is visiting at the Coldiron home
neighboring towns a little and without saying.
east of Roy and will assist in
The Mills corresponded insinjoined with Solano in celebratbig wheat harvest of the
the
Day. The uates that all that vje said about Mesa.
ing Independence
greater part of the town and our especial effort made at the
surrounding country drove, up celebration for the especial benMrs. Ray Leach who has
to Solano and enjoyed' the cele- efit of that correspondent was
quite ill the past week is
been
bration which was pulled off in r,ot entirely believed.
improving nicely under
reported
imagined
our
way,
We had
that
the good,
of Doctors Plumlee
care
the
with plenty of red soda, horse reputation for truth and vera
at the Plumlee hosand
Breaker
races, ball games, and a little city was so well estabu.hed that
pital.
doubtenbe
good
never
was
word
would
time
our
speaking. A
joyed and Solano did herself ed. But we are agai-- i disap- Mrs. Chas Weatherill and litproud in the way that she han- nlinted. Oné mor person has
Helen is visiting friends in
tle
event.
dled the
vaVen the joy out of our life by
v Springer this week.
One of the leading society duelling one our cherished
events of the season took place
'or.s. Eio, oU. well, what's
STRAYED Collie dog, very,
at Mosquero Sunday when Mr. ftth use.
r
timid, any information leading
Ed. McNeil and Miss Nelle Stubs
matrimony
at
were united in
The biggest weekly paper on to recovery will be appreciated.,
James Christman, Roy, N. M.
the home of the groom at 10 o' the Mesa. Subscribe today.
clock A. M. Judge .A.. H. Mc
.
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Mos-quer- o's
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ser-Eld- er,
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Sveryday thins.

HER NICE now husband.

OR AN

STEPPED OUT of the house.

LIKE A good drag.

WHISTLING

LIKE

a bird.

ON ONE of

thoso smokes.

WHICH ALARMED young wile.

THAT SATISFY.

ESPECIALLY

WHICH CERTAINLY 4ro.

WHEN.

SHE FOUND she'd picked

THE HEAL birdseed.

THE WRONG packugo.

FOR MAKING men.

AND INSTEAD ot oatmeal.
HAD GIVEN him birdseed.
BUT DON'T

thlni froa this.

THAT EVERY cro.

,

TRILL THEIR pipes for
SO LADIES,

t

Joy.

if habby.

ed

G0E3 AWAY whistling.
YOU NEEDN'T worry.
ALL'S SWELL.

YOU HEAR whistling.
HAS NECESSARILY.
BEEN ROBBING tho canary.

Wíí.üN

OTHER THING3 Inspiro.

whistling.

THE ALMOST human male.
TO BLOW throuch hl3 lips.
AND MAKE shrill nolsoa.

you 837

that

"satisfy,"

,

you'ra

You know the instant you light one that tha
tobaccos In it are of prime selection, both Turkish and Domestic And tho blend well,
you never tasted such smoothness and
body I No
ed

A RA!3S,

OR A day
A DOUBLE

'

J'

pi
J

v&y-

wonder the
kept secret

for oxamjlo.

oí

when.

header is on.

Í9

"satisfy-blend- "

It can't

b

copied.

Did you know about tha

Chesterfield package of 10?,

r1

9
HLB

ps

fr

de-h-

.

.

.

Glothlin officiating. Mr. Mc
Neil is one of the home boys
known to almost everyone on
the Me&a, having practically
grown up here. When the war
broke out he enlisted in the Famous New Mexico Artillery organization known as Battery A,
was promptly sent to France,
spent two years on the front in

the thick of the fighting and
with the Aimy of Occupation jn
Got many, and returned home
and Efttled down to tho .peace-fuii- v
emnlovment as a clerk: in
thtf W ils0 Cwpaay storw.
ira sister of Roger
:

Miss-Stub-

s

E. J. H. Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
Land Meters before the Department of the
V

Interior Contests, etc

,

.:
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
BY THE HARDING COUNTY INSTITUTE NOW IN
SESSION AT ROY

N

Published by

The following are the resolu-- .
tions adopted by the Harding
County teachers at- their summer institute held in Roy, June
27th to July 9. 1921.
Resolved, first that we thank
our Mora County Superintendent Mrs. Grace V.' Ogden for
planning this institute and securing such competent instruc-

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm, G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $2.00 Per Year'
-

.,
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3IILLS AND VICINITY
Corn crops are coming 'out
wonderfully since the hail storm
two weeks ago.
Several people here celebrated
at Solano. We presume they
had a good time as they did not
get home until the next day.
Jir. and Mrs. W. II. McMinn,
Euplio Baca, E. F. Cheney, and
Elmer
spent the
Holcomb
Fourth in Trinidad.
Luther Gibbs of Texas Valley
was, in our city one day last
week and purchased lumber for
a header box.
,
J. A. Vowell had .the misfortune to get his Maxwell car
by fire last Friday. He
had been doing some work on
it with the engine running, then
got in for a test drive but the
machine caught fire' before he
got back to the house. This is
the second car Mr. Vowell has
lost by fire in the past eighteen
months.
Prof. Graham of near Gladstone was in Mills ast Thursday
buying machinery repairs. He
has over a thousand acres of
:

dis-troy- ed

wheat to cut.

Mrs. T. A. Turner
spent last week in the country with Mrs. A D. Hurford.
Kirk Gibbs and L. T. Mc
Bride of near Gladstone were
shopping with our merchants
one day last week.
Mrs. T. E. Siler left last
Wednesday for PleasantoniKan-sa- s
for a month's visit with-hedaughter Mrs. Nettie West
Mrs. West has been married
twelve years and owing to the
great distance between them
this is the firsttime her mother
has been to her home.
Mrs. E. D. Bartmess was hostess to the Ladies Aid last
Thursday afternoon. Refreshments, which consisted of ice
cream and cake were served by
the Mesdames Thetford, Albert-ooand-childr-

en

r

n,

Arbogast and Eartmess.
Dr. Boling returned home to

in Roy, New Mexico

land last week, bought a tractor and now Lloyd has nothing
to do but run the machine.
They expect to prepare severa!
acres for w heat next fall. Dr.
Boling and son .were the guests
of the G. H. Hackett and A. V.
Stafford families while in town.
Rev. D. H. Jordan was hauling lumber for i grcnary lest
week, which he cr.oczz tc L:::ill
preparatory, to taking caio of
his. large wheat crop. When
the bin is completed it will hold
thirty four hundred bushel.
C. D. Horn and family were

Sunday dinner guests at the W.

E. Carter home.
Wm. Schoemnerstedt is dig-iñ-g
the basement for a new
building which he expects to
erect soon. It will be an amuse
ment hall and moving picture
establishment. He expects to
(use the basement for a light
plant and furnish the city with
electric lights if they so desire.
Mr. Hera of California is pay-hsister Mrs; F. B. Misner
.

--

is

and family a short visit.
Mrs. John Haner formerly of
this place who shot and killed
two men near Center, Colo last
winter was. tried for her crime
in Saguache last week and acquitted by the jury after having
been out but thirty minutes, according to reports received by
friends here.
G. C. Till is tired of hauling
water and therefore is having a
well drilled near his house. He
struck water in small quanity
at one hundred feet but thinks
it will pay to go deeper. . Bent-le- y
Shaw are doing the
and
" '
;
work.
E. D. Bartmess has taken his
friends advice and built himself a garage.
'
Fred Burton and H. B.
are assisting to unload
a car of lumber for the Wilson
Company.
The City Council met one
evening last week and appointed J. B. Procter as city marshall
His billy is nothing more than
a piece of rubber hose and his
star is one which somebody lost
off of tobacco, but more dignified equipment will be added la-

on

Alva, Oklahoma Sunday after
spending a week here assisting
his son Lloyd in getting started
to farming, on their section of
state land which they have purchased
northeast of Mills. ter.
They built
"shack" on ; said The basement of

the

111

'

institute.

Resolved, that we extend our
sincerest thanks to our Conductress Mrs. Leona Logué for the
inspiration and enthusiasm she
has given us through her knowledge of literature and her wide
experience not only in institute
work, but as a member of a
State Board of Education, and
college instructor.
We also thank Miss Annabelle
Pankratz for her untiring efforts and pergonal attention
shown in preparing the; stud
ents' for their examinations,
and their work during the coming year.
Resolved that we are grateful
to Senator T. E. Mitchell for
his splendid and comprehensive
address in which he so foricably
advocated the need of efficient
schools, the training for citizenship." Senator Mitchell emphasi
zed that the business side of ed,

furnished the means of conveyance for the Institute Picnic.
We wish to take this means'
of expressing our appreciation
for the interest shown by the
people of Roy in attending the
We
Institute Entertainment
especially thank the young
people's
Christain Endeavor,
who, with the assistance of the
ladies of Roy, furnished re
freshments for the occassion.
Also, those who contributed
the means of making the evening a success.
Resolved that we thank the
Board of .Education, Church
Board, and Mr. McGrath for
the use of their buildings during our institute, and the peopié
;

.

office

.

This is especially true in the organization of
a bank. No matter what form the bank may
adopt, r.o matter how elaborate the fixtures of
the building, no matter how big the capital stock,
the success of the institution depends upon the
men who are interested in it and guard its funds
and direct its policies. WTe are particularly proud
of the officers, directors and stockholders who are
interested in our bank. They are among the best
men in the community and help to make our bank
a strong one.
tst'-i.

usual.
New wide track

FOR SALE

wagon" box, double bed, a bar-

gain.
Works.

Machine

Anderson

Architect Berry of Amarillo
was in Rcy looking after the
new school house.

,

Agri.
Prefessor Trumbull
Agent for the E. P. and S.. W,
R. R. was in Rov the latter Dart
of last week looking over the
wneat prospects and was much
pleased with, the crop outlook.
The Prof, tells us that he has
resigned his Dosition with the
railroad,- same to take effect
August first and will probably
become a bonaiide farmer within the next few months.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
CapitaVand Surplus $60,000.00
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

" Jl good bank .for everyone "

"

Mrs. T. L. Courtney and children arrived in Roy Sunday from
Kansas and are now. with Mr.
Courtney at the ranch and ready
to harvest their big wheat crop:
They are glad to get back to the

THE SERVICE GARAGE
We are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. " We burn in bearings which makes
them last much longer.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and we guarantee every
piece of work. that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
in.
.
"Come to the place where you get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
PENDLETON and DODDS ROY, N. M.

When we read in our eastern
papers about people sweltering
under the oppressive heat and
at the same time we are enjoying the very finest of, cool weather it sure makes us feel like
we have the garden spot of the
earth not only in mother soil
but climate conditions as well

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS
ROY, NEW MEXICO. JULY 9, 1921.

Ye

Jolly Utile
Tailor

ffy jÍ

'

;

fÍV

for publica-

,

"
building has been rented for a
city jail and it is waiting with a
grim reception for everyone
who crosses its threshhold.
H. C. Bentley sold a new head
er box which he had made tc
S:A. Newton after ' loosing his
wheat crop by hail.
Mrs. Fred Burton was the
guest of Mrs. C. T. Wright,
Wednesday.
Mr. Foster of near Rephart
was in Mills Wednesday and
purchased a new McCormick
header and also lumber for two
header boxes.
Miss Margrett Meikle,
of this place but now of
visiting
is
Calif
Barstow,
friends here.
We wish to say to the Inter- type man that you have a pe- fect right to call us down any
time you think wc are worng.
We do not wish to mispresent
anything, or in other words infer that a man is married when
he is not. We are sorry we
have bsert the innocent cause of
the rest of that naughty fcrce
"Roasting" you and if. they do
not quit it we will grow deeper-- j
ate, tear down their dog house,
or maybe offer our congratula- tions to them- S. .. .
K
A
'

OUR

A

Co.,

In buyirg a suit do you buy PRICE or do you want QUALITY?
That is the main thing you should think about and you get both in Ed.
V. Price & Co., Clothes.

.MIA

-

ON

HAIL INSURANCE
Address all inquiries to;

McCarger & Hooper
BOY. NEW MEXICO.

CopyriEtoll19IM. V.Price

THE MEAT DEPARTMENT

.-

SPECIAL PROPOSITION

I

We submit this declarative statement: "The
success of any organization depends upon its mem
bers; not on its form J

,

Mrs. DeFrees,
Mrs. Banks,
Miss Eradley,
Miss Nutter.
Miss Mitchell,
Mr. Yarbrough.
Committee on Resolutions

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

.

QOOB MEN

.

:

i

force

n

tion.

NOTICE
f

Sparish-America-

Spanish-A-

PLEASE PAY UP

f

The

has been crippled this week, by
the sickness of Editor Schultz
who has been under the weather all week. And naturally .the
Linotype had to buck when we
were short of help, but the mechanics from the Service Garage assisted by the linotype man
Keene, put her back in the harness and we are out on time as

cool Mesa and enjoy the, pleasucation receive more considera- ures of our fine weather.
'
'
tion..
We further resolve to extend
Mrs. John Deubler left for
a vote of thanks to our City Su- her home near Seiling, Oklaperintendent Professor Hen- homa Thursday after enjoying
dricks for. his most helpful ad- a fine visit with her son L. E.
dress upon the Psychology of and family east of town for
several weeks. Mrs. Deubler
instruction.
We resolve that we express visits the Mesa quite often and
our thanks and appreciation ,tp enjoys its cool and refreshing
the citizens who so willingly climate.

merican

IS DUE
"LONG-GREEN-

Resolved, that we thank our
Dresent County Superintendent
Mrs. Edith Coffeen for her
presence, assistancs and untiring interest during the entire

cordially
Hewlett of Roy who have so
received the teachers into their
homes. .
Resolved that we thank all
those who furnished music during our General Exercises ,and
to the proprietor for the. use ef
the hall.
Resolved that we request our.
County Superintendent to hold
another institute in Roy this
next summer, and that the pres
ent Instructors be retained.
Resolved that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

We need the

tors.

FOR SALE Army tent in good
condition, size 16 x 16, price $25
apply at thi.; pffice. P. M. Peterson, Kephait, N. M.
tf.

v

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING

;

Mr. Wm. Astler of Santa Fe has leased our Meat Market
and will endeavor to give you the best of Meats at all times.

It wiü be run strictly cash in order that he may give you
me cnoicesi meai ai pnces mat you wguIcJ get in the cities.
Give him a trail and you will be satisfied.
A Shoe which has style

'quality and fit.

,

Just what you are
'

i
i

i

look

ing for.

.
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FATJQ'S HONEY

Mr. Ed Foley, father of Donald Foley of this place and fathFancy Comb : Extracted Honey er in law of Mr. Shaya is visitFor sale by the case
ing in Roy and spending his vaand in 5 gal. cans
cation. Mr. Foley is Yard foreman at East Vaughn for the
Retailed by all
Santa Fe' and this is his first
Grocers
Leading
trip to Roy. We can say for
Italian Bees and Queens
Mr. Foley that he is well pleas
ed with the town also the whole
says , he never knew
Springer, New Méx. JJesa and
P.O. Box
rvr
o
too

Fatjo Apiaries

TRADE

TRACTOR
1

farming territory in the whole
cur vulcanizing and bat- of New Mexico.
tery work guaranteed. J. E. E. J. H. Roy is in Mora this
Busey Co.
week attending to some business
matters and arranging for the
One 'i pint can Floorlac stain
transfer of the Tax schedules
varnish price 30c One good and tax records from Mora to
quality varnish brush, price 15c Mosquero. The transfer will
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.
made in a few days and Co.
Treas. Parkes states that he
will soon be ready to receive
taxes.
SIX
AU

GILLETTE
Blades

PREPAID

In Attractive Case

'

.

also..

Dr. Bradford's wife who has
been visiting in Roy the past
week returned to her home, in
Clayton, Thursday ; Mrs. Bradford is welT pleased' with Roy
and just as soon as the Doctor
can find a house to move in he
will move his family to Roy.

Day-- -

.

Save

man with a .FORDSON
TRACTOR can do more work
easier and with less expense
than two men can do with horses. This means that you with
a FORDSON TRACTOR can'
actually raise more crops, with
less work and less expense.
And this means that your profits will be greater with fewer
hours of work.

it

de-

posit it in your
own name
and
each month of
toil .will boost
you so much

nearer the invest
ment period and
ultimate success.

,..

Allow us to recommend an Account in the
t
Citizens State Bank for the saving period has
helped others, will help you. ' '

CITIZENS STATE BANK
MillsNewMexico

the' FORDSON,
at work to appreciate its wonYou should see

capabilities. We will
u
the proofs ..if
you will ask for them, either
by a personal call, phone or post

derful
gladly

'

This offer for a limited
time only.
Remit by money order
or cash (no stamps)

h-i- ng

Spend it the
othep people bring it the bank,
and it swells
their surplus.

Besides the FORDSON will take
care of every power job on the
farm. It is light, alert, flexible in control and operation,
yet it has power and endurance
to spare..

.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded
, ,

There's n o t
surer than
this, that other
people are after
your coin.

One

C. E. Hobson leaves Saturday
noon for a few days visit with
his brother G. W. Hobson at
Boulder, Colorado. His sister
Mrs. H. II. Jones of LaSalle, 111.
is also visiting at Boulder and
he will enjoy a visit ' with hel

$1?5

Your Money

It Better

Do

Willcor and wife are
visiting relatives in Monte Vista, Colorado this week.

Holder
V

in a

W. H.

WITH

OTHER PEOPLE WANT

Do M ore

ciiik

ii

t

MARK

yfSfri

give-yo-

card.

Taft has been
appointed Chief Justice- of the
United States Supreme Court
by President Harding and wil
assume this important position
at once.
.
-

Frad Razor Co.
1475 BROADWAY

NEW. YORK CITY

One 'J pint can Floorlac stain
yarnisli price 30c One good
quality varnish brush, price 15c
.
for 10c at Roberts & Olver.
DO YOU, NEED

PIANO

A

If so, here is your chance to
get either a piano or player-pian- b
at a special price.
Near Roy we have a beautiful
plain case
late style
piano at a special price and
terms.
Also á medren
player-pianincluding a num
ber of rolls, at a price that win
Reasonable
you.
surprise
terms. Write . today for further particulars to

BECK MOTOR COMPANY-Roy, New Mexico

-

.

,

$625.00 ROB. DETROIT

We understand that Mr. J. O
Baker of southwest Mo." has purchased or leased the City Meat
Market and will have charge of
the market for the next few
months. Mr. Finley will be
meat cutter for Mr. Baker which
is proof that we shall receive
the courteous treatment- for
which the market is noted.
-

Pilot Billings has been in Ve
gas this weeit with the aero
La
plane but reports that weather
Bueno"
were
conditions
"No
for W. R. Bradley and son Jay
flying and turning flipflops were
m town, on business the
He has returned to Roy but will
part of the week.
latter
leave Friday for Dodge City but
will return within a few weeks
, W. A. Davenport was in from
;
to Roy.
Gladstone
Thursday trading
Roy
with
merchants.
the
, Water Commissioner Grunig
drawing
force
th
of men
has a
Quite
number of Roy folks
Colo. , 2 tpipes
Music
irom the uty wen an celebrated the Fourth at Las
placing m the new pump. Of
cook course we are going to have wa- Vegas while others went to Raoil
New Perfection
ton and some went to Solano
stoves at Roberts & Olver.
ter and plenty of it.
while several went' to the Can
child yons. All in air it was a quiet
Mrs. W. W. Gilstrap-anWe are closing out our Auto
day at Roy and those who were
ren arrived from Oklahoma Sun- unable
and Tractor oils.
to get out of town for
visitday
where
they
have been
BAUM BROS
reasons were glad they
various
ing relatives the past few weeks
NEW MEXICO.
OY.
get out when it began
not
did
They report a nice visit but say
pounng
down ram in torrents
it sure is warm down there. all
ADOBES
aftenoon.
Dessie says she sweated more
PLENTY OF THEM
the few days she was down at Wm.
Brashears and family
Gould
than she did the past four
I will make you Adobes and
Roy
Fitzgerald and family
and
years in Roy.
lay them in the wall for $35.00 or five
spent the Fourth fishing at the
per thousand, you to furnish the
Melville Floersheim was down agle nest dam. Mr. and Mrg.
ground and water.
from Raton the Fourth visiting R. H. Bentley and Mr. Jackson
I have had 25 years experien- his family at this place. Mel- also started a fishing but well
ce and guarantee my work. Let
ville is manager of the Southern et R. H. tell you about it. Mrs.
me figure with you on that buil- Colorado Mercantile Co. at that entley saye no more fishing
ding you are contemplating.
for me at Eagle nest dam.
'
place.
Jose Alcario Griego, ,
Grant Kitchell has begun
Roy, New Mexico.
VULCANIZING
on his new residence in
work
Bring your tube and tire
part of town. Ia
southeast
the
get
Busey
and
first
work to
NOTICE The F. S. Brown Moclass work and a square deal, will be a five room on the first
tor Co. is making arrangements also battery station in connec floor and three rooms on second
to put in a complete Battery re- tion j with an eight month guar floor with basement under the
pair and charging, sation. 6 antee on all batteries overhaul whole house and will be modern
thruout. Grant is one of our
ed. J. E. Busey Co.
hustlers and expects to have it
before cold weather.
completed
NOTICE
quite
a
need
will
This Mesa
number of Harvest Hands with FOR SALE At a' bargain
in the next ten days to two Fordson tractor in good condiweeks. If you wait ' harvest tion. Anderson Bros.
work come to the Mesa within
Work has started on the laythe next two weeks as we can
you
are suffering
If
ing of the cement floor in the
you.
use
with rheumatism, consti
The Mesa Wheat Growers' Liberty Garage.
pation, stomach trouble
Association.
appendicitis or any other
NOTICE
ailments for which you
ready to build
now
We
are
B.
List. your farm with J.
can get no relief, come
proof
house
or garage
fire
that
man
at
estate
the
real
Proctor
in and see the Chiroprac
buy- for you, out of cement steam
you
gets
the
M.
he
N.
Mills,
tor at the Garms Hotel
25, 2 cured blocks or brick, both face
ers.
at Solano or at the Wilco
or common finish. This is the
Hotel at Mills.
'
wall system which means
hollow
NOTICE
a dry house, we also do General
Will give one week's
Just received a large ship- Contracting and Carpenter and
ccl.'pi.-.tvcn- t
free to all
ment of Red Top tires. Come Mill work.
Roy cement Products Co.
on the follow-- i
The F. S.
in and see them.
ing dates. At Solano
John H. Hornbaker, Prop.
Brown Motor Company.
Roy, N.M.
'4th, 6th, 8th, or 11th.
At Mills 5th, 7th, 10th,
NOTICE-Th- e
F. S, Brown Mo- LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
Or 12th.
tor Co. has purchased a vulcan- Two pigs,- two months old, one
izing outfit at a cost of $500.00 red with black spots, and the
C. A. STRAWN, D. C.
to be installed at once. When Sther white with black spots.
installed they will be able to Have been gone for th past
Graduate Chiropractor
handle, any. work up;to 512 inch
ten days.- Finder notify Har
y
:
,v
t
'
'
V old Plumlee. ;City. ; v
6
a casings'.. v
'

"

Buy Your Tractor
"By the Year"

up-to-d-

te

o

Knight-Campbe-

-

ll

Ce,,-Denve- r,

"

C. L. Justice and family are
enjoying an outing in Colorado
Springs, Colorado and other
southern Colorado points this

You buy a hcrse largely by the probable number of years
of work he will do for you. Likewise, there's only one
accurate way to figure the price of a tractor divide its
'
total price by the number of years' service that it gives.
i With the QjlPull tractor the price is uncommonly. low
when you consider the year of service; it will 'deliver.
For the OilPull is backed by' a record of long life which
'has never been equaled.- Xn fact, the first OilPulls,
built twelve years ago, arStill on the job, performing
almost as powerfully and economically as when new
and with every indication that they will continue to
work faithfully for another decade.
, ,,
The OilPull's twelve year record of performance proves
that it is cheapest in cost per year of service its life is
sdmittidly longer than other tractors, and the cost of
fuel and upkeep are less.
Talk with OilPull owners near you, or come in and have
us give you facts about the economy of owning an OilPull.

week.
Mr. Brown of the Brown
Thompson Construction Co. was
in Roy on business, last week.
.

Father Chaput of Dawson
and Father Chateau of Springer attended the funeral of Sister Reginald and assisted in the
services last Wednesday. Both
of these Fathers are well known
in Roy and we are always glad
to have them visit our town,
but trust that they will not
"

have to come on such a sad
sion again soon.

mis-

Anderson Garage & Machine Works.
Roy, New Mexico.

The Harding County Institute
is in ful swing this week and ail
of the teachers are doing overtime work preparing for the ex
aminations of Friday and Satur
day.

NOTICE

;

9-Í-

Important

.

,

.

who-com-

e

-

.

,.

BATTERIES
When your battery goes bad
bring it to Busey, our work is
guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.
Malaquias Baca of the State
Tax Commission was in Roy
Monday and tells us that he is
moving his famiy back to Mosquero and will make his future
home there but will continue his
present position with the

i

-

'

'

',

9-1-

I have located in Roy and
expect to make it my home.

J. J. Pittman
Physician

and

Surgeon

Hemorrhoids cured without the knife No pain
or loss of time. ,

-

Mosquero,

1

New Mexico

I am a painter, paper hanger and decorator.
Those
wishing any thing done in
these lines, call on me and
I will guarantee you absolute satisfaction.
will appreciate your business
and treat you right.
.

W. H. McAN ALLY.

Roy, New Mexico.

9-- 16

.

'

-

HIGH GRADE REPAIR
ING
Do you know I have
spent years repairing
Railroad watches where
they had to stand the

strictest

examination

.known?
Do you knew it is the
cheap watch that tries
a workman's skill and

not

the

high

grade

watch? Do you know
I use genuine factory
made material and that
I am well equipped to do
e
your
work?
e
Bring me your
work, I have been
doing it for others for
17 years.
HOBSON
Your Jeweler
high-grad-

high-grad-

. . J. B. Procter at Mills, N. M.
has over 50 farms listed, ranging from 80 acres to 3000 acres.
If interested, write or see him

at once.

25, 2

..We will pay out thousands
and thousands of dollars within
the next few days for wheat
hailed out during the late hail
storms. If you have not yet insured, better see us at once as
the wheat will be greater damaged as it nears ripening. Just
any little hail will damage
wheat when it is ripening. Remember we take your note for
the premium. Don't delay,
today. Schultz and Johnson, Insurance, Loans and Real

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

FOR SALE 311 acres 18 miles
northeast of Mills and 24 miles
north of Roy; 50 acres in cultivation and practically every
acre cam be cultivated. One
quarter fenced also a small
house and other buildings on
place. $12.50 per acre takes
Estate.
this ranch, i cash and terms
or write J. C
Harvest will be in full blast on balance. SeeÉoy,
1,
N. M.
Kirby
Route
on the Mesa within. the next 10
in-su- re

days

wr

two weeks.

,.

.

..

.

,

Viirfi;'

1S25,

2. 9, paV
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VALLEY NEWS

MORA

HOC

"

two-year-o- ld

Joe Lopez, tormerly of Roy,
now of Wagon Mound, was in
Mora Thursday on business.
Joe is gettirg to be quite an influential citizen.
Water works outclassed the
fireworks in our celebration of

FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY

the fourth.

"Jupiter Pluvius"

became too .generous and serit us
a heavy rain and hail Sunday
afternoon and then followed it
up with an almost continuous
performance from drizzle to
hard rain all night and all day
Monday, with a few intermissions for shooting firecrackers
and sending up paper ballons.
Many who had planned fish-

GOODS
JUST LIKE MOTHEB USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER

"TRADE AT HOME"

,

ing trips or the Punchers reunion at Vegas gave it up and
remained under cover. Us? we
surrendered and went back to
bed and slept part of the day.
After the hail storm Sunday
we gathered up hailstones and
got busy with the ice cream
freezer. We weren't the only
one who thought of it either.
Ortiz
Next day Palemón
brought us a great dish of the
finest ice cream we ever tasted
.
which they had left.
The center of the hail storm
was up the valley east beyond
"El Alto", where it lay on the
ground for hours after it fell
turning the whole valley white
and covering the aide of the
mountain.
Thousands of tons
of ice from the clouds about fin
ished their chance for a crop in
'

CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.M.LE WIS Prop,

.

5
mi

PURITY BLCKLEG AGGRESSIN
is what your CALVES need.
DO NOT DELAY.

.

,

MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
Agent.
(Mail orders filled C.0.D)
Roy. New Mexico.

XAJ HEN you have Pump or Wind
mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix' it.

.

WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, t WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OP WORK.
f

while crossing an open space by
steer, had
a locoed
no shelter and had to throwaway his rod and "Bull-dog- "
the
brute in self defense. His old
time training stood him in good
stead and he caught the beast
by the horns and held him till
he gave up and turned tail.
The Treasurer, was winded by
that time too, had a wrenched
shoulder so he couldnt cast
skillfully any more and beside:
the steer might come oacii so
he called it a day and beat .it'
for a safe olace. HÜ. record
will stand for some time anyway.
We had a very creditable dis
play of, fireworks Monday night
aiter it the Cinema entertamea
a crowded house and after that
a bailie at the old court house
was well patronized so we made
a day of it. Many went to
Vegas for the last two days of
the round-Ubut most ot us
settled down to the routine of
daily life again.
Mrs. Ogden is beginning to
show symptoms of a return of
plague which
the
makes us grateful for the approaching harvest and an ex
cuse to be absent for quite a
while helping to garner the golden erain from the Roy Mesa

-

'

D

bring home a new Ford. They
will return to Roy next week.
Tom McGrath is getting ready
to mit uo his first cutting of
Alfalfa on his farm. He has
so much hay he talks of plowing
up a lot of it and raising winter
wheat on the land. Tom is
working this summer like he
never did before.
Received too late for last week.
'

again after a rather
strenuous trip to Harding County and seeing the Institute
there started off with 20 teachers enrolled, a saving of more-tha- n
Home

doing

$50, to each besides

the right thing by that end. We
anticipate much satisfaction as
well as benefit from the Institute in Roy ahdthe appreciation
expressed by Supt, Mrs. Coffeen
is woith a .'ot.
We are frankly peeved that
the K. P. Lodge was instituted
with out our presence at the
-

ceremony. We serve notice on
them now that we shall butt - in
onthem in the near future and
show them that we have not for
gotten all we ' once knew even
tho'we have been seperated

ner camped up the Rio Casa the
past week. They left in three
Fords for home Thursday. On
learning we were from Roy they
asked about Vera Caris and
seemed pleased to hear that he
was getting ahead in Roy. We
told them all we knew about

him and Doc McCargo.
Tom McGrath is looking for
the Harding County Assessor
over to copy from his tax, rolls.
Tom is farming strong and making a modern farm out of the
place he bought here.
The foundation for the new
School building is about com
pleted. Fabian Chavez. is tear
ing into it getting rock and laying them up in cement. The
superstructure will be started
soon.
Interest in the big prize fighi
is as keen here as it is anywhere
The last we heard was Fr.
d
and Danny Cassidy each
backing his countryman as a
matter of sentiment Each declares to lose means living on

v

:

Bal-lan-

Frijoles for the next year but
the cash consideration will not
buy more than two good cigars.
The School trouble at Nelan- Levi community has been amifrom the herd for 12 or 14 years cably settled and the four disWe consider it almost a mar tricts have again been console
vel that we made the trip to Roy dated into one with the location
rather than beat carpets, kalci-mi- Sunday and back Tuesday with- of the school house settled and
walls and other such out being in the rain but there is no doubt but the bonds
drudgery.
about threé miles near Optimo. will be voted for building a modAll are anxiously waiting for It rained ahead of us and behind ern rural graded school and
this week ta see what us but not directly oft us but for equipping it. The lact that
the
Ben Brown will do to us. We a short distance and then not there are about 500 square males
admit we are as nearly scared where theroads were bad.Theres of the best dry farm land in the
that Dart of the valley.
Our garden has been hailed as we ever were of him. That the makings of bad roads plenty state well, settled by a prosper
down about six times and most old saying about ' The worm will in many places along tne way. ous people and not a dollar of
of it drowned out continuously turn" has been fired at us from We stopped at Vegas over night bonded indebtedness against any
all directions but we have de- with old friend Chapman, at the part of it and 20 miles of Santa
all summer.
The Mora Ball Team went to fended Ben by staunchly declar El Dorado, and went to see .the Fe main line and two stations
Wagon Mound Sunday to cross ing that he s no worm
movies,coming on to Mora Wed- -' within its borders will' appeal to
bats with the team there. The
Phil Sanchez and Mr. Cope-lan- d nesday.
some bond buyers as a safe
resulted in a score of 20- returned Sunday from Mosparty
of several citizens of
A
County- - Treasurer Don Casa
something to 10 in favor of quero, they are preparing for a Mora and visitors started ThurMora. It was a good game at long run of drudgery copying sday- morning with teams for dos is hoping the Treasurer of
that. Cruz, of Holman pitched the records of the Mora end of the mountains above Chacon Harding County will soon get to
for Mora. When they get a Harding County which work where they will camp for a week functioning. It will save him
catcher who can hold him they was awarded them. A Clayton or two and hunt bear and fish. a lot of work issuing tax re- -'
ounty We had planned to go with opints and fionrimr tin nenaltift.
will have the nucleus of a win firm getting the Union
ning ball team here. The line end to copy. It will be a big job them but can't get away for so He lias been very careful to do
up was Mora, Alejandro Cruz, and they are in a position to do long so we shall try to visit them all that the. law requires of him
p and rf, Pepe Gallegos,
it better than any one else as in camp some day and get our in 'his official capacity and to
J. A, thev live at home and save ex bear hunting second hand. There differentiate to the .Une between
Manual Sandoval,
Myers,, 3d, Aloys Martinez,; If, pense besides attending to their are several good recounters in Mora and Harding counties in
Joe Galle; regular business with their stan this part so we expect to get
Bernardo Cruz, rf-and
our the matter of the divorcerecent
E. Arrelano, 2d-lgos, lst-2alimony decreed by'thé
dard office equipment.
trimmings
and
with
bear
stories
E. J. H. Roy is here .this save e lot
Frank Trambley, Luciano LuV
of mountain climbing legislature.
:
cero, rf , Jake Madrid, cf . Wag- wek copying the Tax Rolls of There are bears thereand some
C, delinquents for 1919 and 1920,
on .Mound, Bill, Arnold,
big ones.
EXAMINATION
Keyes. lb-A. Gonzales, c, A, for the Harding County end so
party
was
A
from
Tucumcan,
Padilla. 2b. F. Roybal, 3b, B. that the new treasurer may be- up
The' United States Civil Sernear Chacon last
Parker, ss, Leo Abeyta, rf, Pa gin collecting taxes there. It weeklishing
vice
Commission has; announced
by
big
and
passed
a
bruin
dilla. cf. Maestas, It. The ac will help a lot when this delin- their camp one evening paying
examination
an
for the County
quent tax is paid in and the por- no attention to them, they had
tual score was 26 to 10.
Mexico,
New
Mora,
tó be held
and
of
The trip home alter the rain tion belonging to the School
no guns so let him go on. Mr.Mc-Ge- e
so
by
returned
forgotten
funds
be
special
Aug.
1921
soon
not
Mills
to fill
on
12,
will
other
was one of the party and at
the players." They spent three that it can be applied to paying others were well known men the position of rural carrier at
hours trying to sleep in "Jerry" warrants. Meanwhile teachers from the Quay county court Mills (Motor) and vacancies
Myers' car waiting for daylight and others will wait for their
that may later occur on rural
house.
v
and it took all seven of them to pay as the several funds have
Mrs. Ogden is much pleased routes from other post offices in
county.
push her out of the mud in been cleaned up pretty closely. with the news received in a let- the
many places. The other car The Tueasurer reports a frac- ter from her sister, Miss
salary of a rural carrier on
The
Faith
stopped at Las Vegas for the tion over 71 percent of the total
Collins,formerly a homesteader a standard daily wagon route of
most
county
in,
paid
round-utaxes in the
24 miles is $1,800 per annum,
at Roy,that she haswone a schol with
to of the balance is in that end.
Alex Meikleiohn drove
an additional $30 per mile
College
arship
Teachers
at
a
in
Vegas Monday in the rain to
per
annum
The canyons tip the river are Hospital Executive
for each mile or mawork, in
Mrs. Baca still full of campers from almost New York City,
jor
take his sister-in-lafraction
thereof in excess of
and wil spend
of Albuquerque, to the train everywhere and they are coming the winter there fitting herself 24 miles. The salary on motor
She has been visiting here for a and going daily. It is a great for advancement in her ciic?pn routes ranges from $2,450 to
few days, but had to get back place to spend a week's vacation profession. Miss Colins
has been $2,600 per annum, according to
for an important engagement. and many are finding it out.
superintendent in a large hos ength. Separate examinations
Roy Day drove down from
She is a prominent
pital at Corry, Pennsylvania, for for motor routes and wagon
with duties that take preced the hills Sunday and "stopped to the past two years and previous- routes are no longer held. Apence over trout iisnmg.
to both .potions
leave us a mess of trout he had ly to
that Supt'. of a surgical pointments
r.
tie made from thé same
caught that jnorning at Tres Hospital
will
John Wootton, under-sherif111.
This
at Paris,
He
also put his Buick-- 6 thru the Ritas, just over the hill.
will
The
be
examination
Scholarship, will place her in
mud to Vegas to get some par stopped long enough to eat a the front rank of Executive open only to citizens who are
ties there who had to go. The dish of ice cream and beat it on Trained Nurses and Hospital actually domiciled in the territory of a post office in the coun
stories they have of the road to Vegas where he was to meet Managers in
U. S. 'and is a
make you glad you stayed at the State Auditor and a party distinction of the
which any one can ty and who meet the other rehome.
of friends and bring them back be proud who gives
set forth in Form
their lives quirements
up at the after the round-u- p
The'
for another to the ideal of "Service".
No. 1977. Both men and woMiss
headwaters of the Mora report session with the trout up in the Collins will retain
man, if qualified, may enter this
the Superin-- . examination,
lets of prospects but no real mountain streams. Roy is mak tendency of the Corry
but appointing of
Hospital
bear up to Sunday morning. ing quite a reputation as a at a substantially increased ficers have the legal right to
Monte Butler gave it up and guide and outing chaperone to
snorifv fVio spy Hpaírorí in iv.
salary.
came home and Mrs. Mason some of the prominent people of
questing
certification of eligi-ble- s.
ft still continues to rain and
went back in his place. Mr. the state others besides
will not be conWomen
hail
in the valley about
and Mrs. Mason have been camp
Fitz, Baker and such. everyhere
sidered
for
rural
carrier appoint
day. Crops are very back
ing here for a month and they He has lived in the hills till he
ment
unless they are the widows
drowned
out
in
a
re
wardand
are on deck when , there is any dont sleep well at a low altitude. lower valleys or washed out the
U. S. soldiers or marines who
or of
call to tha wild. The reports
Mr. Myers, of the contracting
physically disqualified for
are
in many places.
that they had "Six bear fried firm of Myers and Chavez, ar- under
reason of injurexamination
It seems very quiet here now ies received inbythe
for breakfast every morning", rived Saturday from Albuquerline of milthe month of Institute is itary duty. Form No.
1977 and
that "Monte was chased by a que to help with the new school that
do
and there is little to
but application blanks may be ob
pink one".
That Doc. was building, he has been engaged over,
and cultivate the crops and
busy telling about the bear he on a couple of contracts there wait
tained from the offices mentiongo
till harvest time.
fishing
killed in the Jackson's Hole" and couldnt get here sooner;
above or from the United
Many
cele- ed
Moraites
plan
to
country, that he couldn't stop He will arrange for the making
Civil Service Commission
States
Vegas at the
to shoot the one that passed the of the door and window frames brate the 4th át
Washington, D. C. Applica-- ,
at
firtna cVimil1 Yta fnmiravtal n Va
Shorty and casings and will soon be "Punchers' Reunion", and the
campfire and that
up a purse - to
made
have
rest
night
as
every
sleeps in a tree
mere to help rush the new build buy fireworks for the night af- Commission at Washington, D.
and ing to completion.
C. at the earliest practicable
a matter of safety-firs- t,
While here ter.
Fireworks seem to express
'
that The bear (Story) Monte he met a native from the hills our patriotism
.
better than any date.
brought home was spoiled in with two fine bear skins, a black
other form of excess.
transit, are all unconfirmed.
and a grizzly, he bought them
The last teacher's examinaA party of Taos Indians have for $4, a piece and has sent
for this county will be held
tion
been here for a few days. A them to be tanned and mounted
at Mora, July 22nd and
here
lady with them has been
for rugs. This stands against 23rd. Reading Circle work the
kodaking us and our him when he begins telling how
will
town and we shall watch the he killed them both m one day afternoon of the 21st. This
be the last examination of the
nagazines for a while to see with only his jack knife or Lyear as the State Board of Edu ACETYLENE WELDING AND
some "such story.
which one gets our pictures.
DISC ROLLING
cation has abolished th October
Trinidad: McGrath., of Roy. is Examination. '
State Treasurer, C. U., Strong
AT THE OLD STAND,
carries the championship as a here with his family the past
Those who failed in one or
WITH THE LIBERTY.
trout fisherman, to date, his re- two weeks visiting his sister, mors branches in the recent
GARAGE
cord is 81 in a part of a day up Mrs. Regensburg. at Guada- exam, will have ample timt to
fishing
, up. the
lupita
can
end
"fij&s
t!i3 Cuadaluptia near Slue, creel;
it up hi VaL
r? mite- and"
V
II would Save run
a . yon, lie 'went to . Vegas Moii- í
a ' 4 a
to
day
tleún'ío3
ar,!
in
take
the
ot lug he but he was attacked
A party of cttwens o" Yt Sum
house-cleani-

ng

,

ne
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RURAL-CARRIE-

R
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IP IT IS

TO

B72

FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT,

JUDY AND BAKER
Successors to BAUM BROS.
Roy,

above-mention-

New Mexico.

ed

p.

w,

NOTICE Mr.

HOME OWNER
that you have plenty of rain .to insure your crops.
Why not have that house STUCCOED and made like new
No matter how old or what kind of a house it is see
Now

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor

, ROY, NEW MEXICO

club-wom- an

f,

bear-hunte-

about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
want.

reg-ste-

rs

Bra-shear-

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, inc.
(Bonded)
Mosquero, New Mexico.

"Prompt and Efficient Service"
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. It. COPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

General Blacksmith

indus-trous-

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
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Tell Everybody

BROADWAY

(Wetwn Newspaper Union
.

1ST

ax i were not so busy with my
rarm work 1 would go from house to
house and tell the people about Tan
lac, said A. J. Livingston, a well
Known farmer, living near Ashland

GRUND DRY CLEANING
Garments

Cleaned or dyed any color.
work (riven prompt attention. Grund ItuildliiK, 17th A Loica St.
n

City, Tehn.
"1 had stomach and kidney trouble
it Oinitr prl. Unsatljrictor or
upen. EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FAC- - and suffered torment with my back
FRONT, 1553 CHAMPA STREET.
and side. The doctors could do noth
ing for me, so I wrote to a friend of
KODAK
TN
FINISHING.
AVC AND
Omvtr Phl. HaUrltll Ctmainy.
mine In Nashville about Tanlac, and
KODAK COMPANY, he advised me to try It, saying he had
oixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado,
heard so, many favorable reports about
Pre-WPrice on Coffee) it and sent mo a bottle.
Send 11.00 for
itmple,
"After taking the first bottle I felt
THE SPRAY COFFEE t SPICI
so much better that I ordered another
CO., 11U uid Market SU Denier, Colo.
5.1,TAHY CLEANING AND DYEINO bottle myself and the result Is I am
uroert uinn Prompt Attention.
a well man. I told a friend of mine
10 Eit GalfU.
about It and ordered a. bottle for him
wan
k.D
i
Compositor,
combination
machine and floor man, cylinder and he had good results. I can eat
t:oimin, ioiamg, machine operato
anything I want and it don't hurt me.
ana atocle cutter; open
shop, American
plan; 48 hours. Unions on strike for and can sleep like a log. To tell you
44
jrlüUR
the truth, I Just simply feel like a new
pany, Denver, lieColorado. ITintinií LODl'
man and have more strength and enMARCEL WAVING We lead in this a
ergy than I have had in years. It Is
all other linea. Charles Hair & Beauty
simply the grandest medicine In the
ouuy, no itin st., Denver, Colo.
world. I would like to see all of my
Jl.tMVKK
FOR
OCCASIONS,
ALL
friends and get those who are sufferfiorai Co., 1643 Broadway.
ing to try it, and I hope you will reach
iikauty PARLOUS. Hair Goods by them through this testimonial,
which
mu. Aiuuceni Mart Co., 721 16th St
I have gladly given."
IIOH
JEWELRY CO. Dla
Tanlac, the ' celebrated medicine,
monda,- - watches, silverware. Out town
which accomplished such remarkable
oracrs careful attention Est. 1873.
in this man's case, is a wonRadiant Denary Shop, 1IM6 Wrtto St. results
maae into switches and ear derful tonic, appetizer and lnvigorant.
vumuiiiiii
puns, special prices on hair goods. It builds up the system, creates a
healthy appetite, promotes digestion
r- THR x'rcvv vnnir
For but plcitiDf, bemstltchlni, coterrd buttona end but
and assimilation of the food and
rón noiei. write for catalog.
1323 Stout, Denier, Colo.
makes you feel strong, sturdy and
UY
YOUR
SROCERIES
AT WHOLESALE
PRICES,
well as nature Intended. tteckirmnn' Wheleiale Sipely Ca., 1523 Nlneteeatli St
Sold by leading druggists everywhereAdvertisement.
WESTERN
FOREST
F RE
SEASON OPENS FAVORABLY
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Unjust Teacher.

n
;ó

'.

i

It was the Infant class's alphabet
Denver. Frequent rains have been
' a boqn to
the western forests thlg lesson, and the teacher had proprlng, and the officers of the forest gressed as far as the letter "B," when
service, United States Department of she noticed that one little girl was
Agriculture, express themselves as obviously
Walking over to her, and pointing
greatly relieved at escaping a danger to
the letter on the blackboard, she
which has been keeping jthera on the asked :
,
uxioug sear.
"Now, Maggie, what letter Is that?"
.. The danger was that if the sunimer
Maggie, of course, did not know, so
fire season came on as usual, their teacher, with a gentle
shake explained:
, control of. the national forests
"Letter B, letter B."
impossible with'tlie fiinds'avalluble
"Please, teacher," answered 'the
'.before July 1, when a hew fiscal year child, with one
tearful eye on the
begins. Hence the relief that frequent
child next to her. "I ain't touching
rains have kept the forests too damp
to permit dangerous conditions to be her!"
come general.
tout the government foresters do not Important to all Women
consider that this Is entirely due to
Readers of this Paper
favorable weather and timely rains.
The public Is becoming Interested in
lorest preservation, and the oft-r- e
Thousands UDOn thnnnnnrla nf
peated story of the destruction caused have kidney or bladder trouble and never
by human carelessness is beginning to suspect it.
Women's
make Its Impression.
The United nothing else comnlaints often
but kidney trouble, or the
States leads all nations in forest fires. icjitij
oi juaney or bladder disease.
With over 30,000 fires per year, de
If the kidneys are not in a healthy constroying nearly $20,000,000 worth of dition, they may cause the other
timber and property, this country has to become diseased.
You may suffer nam in tho Wlr lio.H.
the world outclassed.
'
.
.
'
anaIIloss oi ambition,
There have only been four large acue
Poor health makes you nervous, irritafires so far this year in the 147 'na ble and may be despondent:
any
."

.

rbe

.

.

U

,

tional forests scattered throughout the
country one in Minnesota, one In
Florida, and the other two In Arizona,
one of which started in Old Mexico
and swept across the international
boundary. This Is an exceptional record and means much to the forest
service.
Eighty per cent of the forest fires
that occurred in the United States
during the past five years were due to
human carelessness. A camp fire left
burning, a lighted match or cigarette
but thoughtlessly thrown aside, the foresters say, often cause conflagrations
that take ays and weeks of hard
work to suppress. It Is for this reason
that they ask every good citizen to
adopt as part of his daily creed the
motto of the forest service PUT
OUT, KEEP OUT, FOREST FIRES.

it

makes

VUV BO.
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But hundreds of women claim
Tr
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by restoring
health to the kidneys, nroved to ha inat
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a samDla bottle to SPA
what Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
mem. ay enclosing ten cents to JDr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Post. You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug stores.
t,

Substituted.
ho you have taken to carrying
around a monkey! This Is going too

tar!"
Well, you never go anywhere
with me," was his wife's somewhat
ambiguous retort.

School Benefits by Page Will.
Washington. A $50,000 endowment
Now la the Tun to Cal Ridel
ThM Ugly Spots.
for the establishment by the OrchesThere's BO lonsrer tha slightest imI of
tral Association of Chicago of a pub- feeling
ashamed of jour fraoklaa, as Othin
lic school of music in memory of her' double strength is guaranteed to remove
nomeiy spots.
brother, is contained In the will of the
simply get an ounce of Othlne double
from your drugglat, and apply a
late Florence Lathrop Page, wife of Strength
little of it nlsht and mornlnr and von
Thomas Nelson Page, former ambas- should soon see that even the worst freckles
Begun to disappear, while the lighter
sador to Italy, filed here for probate. nave
ones have vanished entirely.
It Is seldom
more than one ounce is needed to com.
It disposes of an estate estimated at that
pletely cler the skin and fain a beautiful
$1,500,000, and in addition to a bequest
Olar complexion, t
Be sure to ask for the double strength
of $250,000 and life use of household Othlne,
an this Is sold under guarantee of
money baok If It falla to remove freckles.
f
effects, Mr. Page will receive
the income from the residue of the esLive Up to Their Name.
tate during his life time, the other
The French Invented the automobile,
half going to Mrs. Page's daughters.
and they also Invented the name. It Is
derived from the Greek "Autos," self,
Woman Will Get Father's Seat.
and the French "mobile," movable, alSpringfield, 111. Governor
Small
will appoint Mrs. AVInifred Mason so uncertain and changeable. Perhaps
It Is because of its name that some
Huck as a member-at-larg- e
in Congress to complete the unexpired terra automobiles are so temperamental,
of her father, the late William E. Ma-o- One can't very well call a thing uncertain and unchangeable and expect It
A resolution empowering the governor to fill the vacancy has been to act In any other manner. ,
adopted by the Legislature.
j

ui

one-hal-

Discover Man With Three Voices.- - '
Washington. The federal "board for
vocational education has discovered
a man whose vocation, apparently, is
to be a chorus all by himself. lie is
Joseph Kaufman, disabled veteran,
and is able, the board's announcement
asserts, "to sing In three voices at one
time," sounding like "three men singing In unison." Only one similar- case
has ever been known in the United
States. Kaufman Is described also as
"an accomplished and versatile saxo-

phone player."

LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
One sl
smaller and walk In comfort bj
using ALLEN'S FOOTBA8B. the antlsep-tl- o
powder for the feet. Shaken Into the
shoes and sprinkled in the toot-batAllen's
make tight or new shoes feel
FootKae
easy; gives instant relief to orna, bunions
and callouses, prevents Blisters, Callous and
Sort Boots.- -

Al Bert "How do these love triangles usually end?"
Phil Bert
"Most of them turn Into a
Science and Invention!
.

wreck-tangle.-

A wise

CHIEF JUSTICE

"

man flatters a woman by
telling her that he Is unable to under
', .
:
stand her

News

IN

.

has .miHmittoed.: the War Department
had officially recognized Troop Fi Es
tancia, and Company B, engineer

r.

rronerty

damage of more than
was done by a fire which
swept through the business section of
Oatman, Arizona, and Into the resi
dence section
recently.
The fire
broke out from an unknown cnuse and
in a few minutes several buildings
were blazing. Four persons were se
riously burned.
They were Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Marks, Albert Smith nnrl
parsons. Special deputy sheriffs
nere sworn in and the burned portion
or tne town put under guard.
The body of a man which was found
wrapped In a sack In a shallow pros
pect hole near the Palace station,
twenty-fiv- e
miles south of Presrott.
Ariz., in the Bradshaw mountains, has
been Identified by Frank Wlisnn at
Mayer as that of the body of his uncle,
Walter Stelnbrooke. Stainbrooke had
been missing more than three months.
Southern California Edison Co. has
asked permission to develop hydro
electric energy irom Colorado river.
Involving expenditure of $800,000,000.
uompany
seeks to acquire water
rights in Arizona for development of
2,oOO,(XJO of
energy, for
distribution In Arizona, New Mexico,
Ltah, Nevada, California, portions of
Colorado and Texas and Wyoming.
The
Arizona
State Corporation
Commission has dismissed the complaint brought by several operators of
taxlcabs in Phoenix against a company which operate Its curs for a
fare of 25 cents. The commission
held that public Interest justified continuing the experiment with the low
priced tnxls. The other companies de
clared that If they' were forced tn
meet the 25 cents rate they would be
unable to rmike a profit.
(230,000

c

I

Of the 135 persons who took the ex
amination for teachers certificates in

Arizona recently; sixty-eigpassed.
according to an announcement made
by the State Bourd of Examiners. The
board has Just finished grading the
papers. The highest, grade in the ex- tmlnntion was made by Walter Bprn- schlegal of Coconino county. He received '92.3 per cent. Santa Cruz and
Mohave counties each scored 100 pet
cent, the one applicant from each of
those counties having made n passing
rodé ai winning a first grade
1
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Genuine Castoria

NOMINATION

"áir.rmr.-- S PER CENI
í AYeelab!erVcpafaon6rA$-

ACTS FAVORABLY ON
SUPREME BENCH APPOINT-MEN-

auv.vj .
New

Always
Bears the

-

similatmSiJicroodbyRcéult
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(Welters Newspaper Union
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For Infants and Children.

BOTH EXECUTIVE AND
JUDICIAL BRANCHES.
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Mineral Not nahcot
Washington, July 1. Former Prest
dent William Howard Taft was nominated by President Harding , to be
chief justice of the United States, and
Jai
his nomination was confirmed by the
Senate in executive session. ,;
Senators Borah and Johnson led the
fight on the floor in opposition to Mr.
áhoinfiil Remedy fbf
Taft, while he was defended by about
(tonstJpationandDlarrnoc
a dozen senators. Including Knox of
Pmrwkhness ana.
Pennsylvania, Kellogg of Minnesota
re nT Sleep
and Willis of Ohio, Republicans, and
Underwood of Alabama, minority leader ; Smith of South Carolina, Overman
of North Carolina and Broussard of
Louisiana, Democrats.
Mr. Taft is the first man in the nas
tion's history to be chosen for the
highest office in both the executive
and judicial branches of the government. For more than thirty years
prior to his retirement from the presiSS
dency lit 1913 he had been almost conlaer m B
& la. as SI SI
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
VMS eceirauR eonpenr, new roes errr.
stantly In the public service.
Throughout all of his public career.
a hope that he might some day beFairy Tale.
The Stage Today.
come chief Justice is said by Mr. Taft's
Once upon a time, as all cood stories
Alfred Noyes, who Is conducting a
close friends to have been the aspira- oegin, there was a Fairy, and the strong
campaign for the purification
tion nearest his heart. It is said that Woodsman Was cutting down a whale of the drama, said
In a recent address :
he always has felt himself better fit- of a tree when the Fairy came by and
"In Fifth avenue the other day I
ted by temperament to serve in the ju saia, waving her wand:
saw a crowd assembled before a hairWoodsman, spare that tree and get dresser's shop window. The window
diciary than In the executive branch
regular Job being President of your contained a wax presentation, life size,
of the, government, and that when In
1010, fortune brought him the oppor
country."
of a young lady about to enter her
tunity to appoint a chief justice he
nú so tne woodsman moves to bath.
As I turned disgustedly, away
would gladly have changed places with Washington and one day the Falrv I heard a young man say :
the man lie selected and now succeeds. canea again and said, w. her w. :
"'Why, this hairdresser has stolen
is mere anything more I can dn tbe plot of at least six of Broudway's
When he was secretary of war un
forthcoming plays. He Is bound to ba
der Roosevelt he is said to have been tor you?"
And the President said:
sued right and left for plagiarism.' "
offered á choice between remaining in
íes, you little
I
You
the cabinet and taking a vacancy on
Waiting for the Doctor. ;
the court, an alternative which caused can take me back where I came from
and hand me my ax, and beat
The waiting room of the doctor's
him nuiny.iiourof anxious considera
office was full of patients. The doction.
tor opened the door of his private ofAs President it later became Mr.
The Wife's Day for the Car.
fice and called: "Who Is next?"
Taft's luty not only to choose a chief
"How many," asked the chairman of
"Well, what do you know, that's
justice, but to make five other appointments to the highest court. Of the meeting, "will promise to be on news?" asked the doctor, as the next
the men he selected, only two. Jus hand next Thursday with their auto man started to enter the door.
Beforelthe doctor could shut the
tices Vandevanter and Pitney, remain mobiles?"
Not a hand was raised, and the sur door of the private office all the peoto serve with him on the bench.
prised chairman said:
ple In the waiting room heard him
Although he came to the presidency
"What Is the trouble? Surely some reply: "I was Just reading where Ad
as a citizen of Ohio, Mr. Taft now is or you
own cars?"
miral Dewey has captured Manila bay."'
selected chief justice as a: citizen of
"Yes," spoke up a bold individual,
Connecticut.
Soon after he left the
most of us own cars, but I reckon
Around tha Clock.
White House he made New Haven his everybody
here Is in the same boat
"Yes, boys," continued the steeD- legal residence, accepting a position
I am. Thursday Is the day the wife lejack, who was telling "true"
and
he still holds as professor of internahas the car and personally I know it's thrilling stories, "yes, I was working on
tional law at Yale University, from no use asking
for it at that time."
a clock tower one afternoon about 12
which he was graduated in 1878. Mr.
Detroit Free Press.
minutes to 6, when I slipped, slid down
Taft prepared for the practice of law
the roof and caught on the long hand
at the- Cincinnati Law School, where
Diners Follow the Leader.
of the clock.
There I dangled while
he was graduated two years later.
"People are like sheep," said the the town folks collected below. So
I
cynical writer.
"When a dinner is yells to 'em, "Say, you folks, go
Montreal.
"It his been the ambi to be ordered for a party of six there to your suppers, It'll be close home
to half
tion of my life, to be chief justice." is generally one master mind
who an hour before I drop." Houston
William II. Taft declared, "but now will select the kind of soup he
wants. Post.
that it is gratified I tremble to think Almost invariably the others will take
whether I can worthily fill the posi- the same kind. So it goes down the
Waterproof.
tion 'and be useful to the country. 1 line.
There is no individuality. Yes,
Porters "Rain stops every one's
am profoundly grateful to the Presi I'll admit I usually suggest tlie more pleasures."
Waters "Rain
doesn't
dent for the confidence he has thus expensive dishes to the master
mind. stop the bargain hunters."
shown that I can discharge the im It boosts the cheek."-rNe- w
York Sun.
portant duties of the exalted office. I
Some people never stop to count tha
sincerely hope and pray that I may be
Can't Wirt.
cost, realizing that they haven't got
able to show that his confidence tins
A New York man had his pocket tne price, anyway.
not 1)ee" misplaced. I highly npprecl- - picked in court. Going to court Is a
nte tle Immediate confirmation by the losing game any way you look nt
Many dislike excursions, but nobody
Senate.'
Free Press.
dislikes excursion rates.
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Times-Dispatc-

V.

corps, Mountaiiialr,
New Mexico now
lias five federally recognized troops
at Santa Fé, Albuquerque, Carlsbad,
Demlng and Estancia and one engl
neer company the one at Alquntaln- Recognition
air.
of several more
units will be granted shortly, accord
ing to the adjutant general
At the close of the annual convention of the New Mexico Dental So
ciety In Albuquerque, that city won
the next convention without a dissenting vote. Dr. C. H. Woolgar of Mag- üaiena, first vice president last year.
was elected president for the coming
year. rlhe other officers elected were:
Dr. C. W. Hoover, Dawson, first vice
president ; Dr. H. S. Murdoch of
Springer, second vice president, and
Ur. D. P. Isoltlng of Albuquerque, sec

hydro-electri-

Met Contents

mm

Serrloa.)

Supplemental valuations of railroads
made public in Washington recently
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, Include: Santa Fe, Katon and
Eastern (New Mexico),
$226,227.
Cimarron and Northwestern Railway
Company (New Mexico), $22,810. New
Mexico Midland, $140,205.
Mrs. Hero Vanderwag of ' Sioux
Falls, S. D., was seriously . Injured
When the automobile iu which she and
her husband were touring to California went over a ten-foembank
ment near Los Lunas, N. M. She was
pinned beneath the car and her husband worked twenty minutes In re
leasing her.
Forest fifes, covering more than 4,'
UW acres in the Coconino National
forest near Flagstaff, Ariz., have been
put under control, according to word
received by the district forest office
at Albuquerque. Two men, suspected
of being responsible for starting the
fires, are under arrest and are being
neld at Flagstaff.
superintendent J. H. Odie of the
Navajo Industrial School In Farmington, N. M., has announced that the
mission board has purchased the fifty- acre rancli of the Schleuter estate and
will soon start work on a new hos
pital to cost over $12,000. The new
hospital will be modern In every way
and will have twelve beds.
William Klrshenberg of Oakland,
Calif., shot and killed his wife and
then killed himself at the home of his
mother-in-law- ,
Mrs. Elizabeth Parish,
in Phoenix.
According to roomers In
the Tarish home, Mrs. Klrshenberg,
who was 20 years old, had left her
husband, who was about 40, and had
returned to her mother's home.
rank Jones and Jim Jones, who
are alleged to have been the men who
recently robbed the, San Simon, Ariz.,
bank, were captured at a mountain
bin near Lordsburg, N. M after a
two dnys' chase. Sheriff Oscar Allen
and assistants of Hidalgo county had
been after the men for some time and
with the aid oftofflcials of Arizona,
rinaily run the two men down.
Adjutant General Henry R. Brown

retary-treasure-

wm

FIRST TO HOLD HIGHEST OFFICE

About

Tanlac.

THE BEST IN USED CARS.
lor Completa lulormuioo.

v

New Mexico
and Arizona

Tennessee Farmer Wants to Go
" From House to House
and

list.

TAFT IS NAMED

News

From All Over

AUTOMOBILE

TIRES
"Olympian

SPANISH-AMERICA-

It-D- etroit

Negro

Hanged

in

Mississippi.

Jackson, Miss. Red Bllbro, a negro
farmhand, has been lynched by a mob
In Madison county, twenty miles north
of here. F. M. Pnce.
Bllbro was a tenant, was brought to
Jackson and placed In a hospital with
his throat cut and skull fractured.
Pace had quarreled with the negro.
While Pace was at work Bllbro is alleged to have hit him over the head
wltn a sPde and cut his throat. The

Will You Have A'Lift
If you have reason to oelieve, as

many have, thai a change from
coffee or tea would be wise,try

unconscious man was then found by
tne negro's wife and Bllbro escaped,
ony 10 De caught later by a posse.

teTUM Cereal

for Soldier Hospitals.
Washington. Approval
by
tna
Treasury Department of the construc
tion of soldiers' homes of five hospitals for the care of former service
men suffering from tuberculosis has
been announced by Secretary Mellon.
$3,100,000

You

sat-

isfaction to taste, and freedom
from harm to nerves or digestion
When coffee or tea disturbs, it's
easy to get up where you belong,

State Cement Plant Declared Legal.
Pierre, S. D. The legality of Che

eTf

wiuirostum

.

There's a Reason

cement plant was upheld
when the Supreme Court denied a
writ of prohibition sought by Edwin
K. Eakin to prohibit the sale of bonds
Ky the Cement Commission. The court
held that ement and Its products were
commodities necessary to the people
Hate-owne- d

t

i

Sold by grocers

everywhere

the state, and that its manufacture,
distribution and sale by the state will
tend to promote the public welfare
and secure equality of economic opportunity.
of

Made bv
Postum Cereal CoJac

Battle Creek.Micb.

,

Ssaiasi

find what thousands of

others have found-comp-lete

The new buildings will cost $3,100,000.
The Buttle Mountain sanatorium at
Hot Springs, S. D., will be equipped
for 100 patients, and the Soldiers'
Home at Leavenworth, Kan., for 200r
The other projects are to go to Milwaukee, Dayton and Marlon. Ind.
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Hnnifi Rank For Hnmp Pennle

CARPENTIER IS KNOCKED MOSQUERO AND SOLANO
OUT BY DEMPSEY METHODIST CHURCH SESV- -

COUNTY BOARD OF

COUNTY BOARD OF EDIT'

cation named by
:

JULY 9, 1921.

IN"

.JUDGE LIEB

.

'SESSION

AT MOSQUERO

.

' "
The title for the heavy weight
The County .Board of Commis prizefighting, will remain m j rvev. uaraner will preach
The County Board of Educaa
tion was named by Judge Lieb sioners are in session at Mos- America for a few years at series of special Sermons beñn-leasettled ipmv
q3m itpsin,T
9i
last Saturday and the appoint- quero the County Seat- this
for
ments sent to the County Board week. The first' matter taken the matter of letting it go to j saooj se spafqng :Stuu.ioui ipp
A bank account drives away worry and brings
pus SuiuaAo ipBa'gjpug .VK
of Commissioners now in ses- under consideration was the Europe when he knocked out
Xjnf ÁBps.mqj, ouBoy
sion at Mosquero. The follow- numbering and laying out of Carpentier last Saturday in the
sin
comfort. It is the beacon light painting out the
ing are the appointees as nam- the different precincts of the fourth round. Carpentier was and What it is." Friday night
ed bjr the Honorable District new County. No change was the Champion of Europe. The "Christain Unity How Can We
made in any 'of the precincts ex- fight was Dempsey's at all times ; have it.' Saturday night, bv thp
Judge.
t
pathway to peaceful old age. '.'.On 3 dollar will
cept a few along the east side with the exception of a portion request oí a number of Solano
For Four year term Mr.
people, he' will give his address
of near Gallegos in Dis- where they were cut up by the of the second round,
county
division.
No
prenew
he started to give July
which
by
a
floored
Carpentier
was
2
start an account at our bank.
trict and William G. Johnson
of Roy in District One. For cincts were made but certain left to the body in' the fourth 4. On "The Greater Freedom"
two' years Mrs. Charles Leon-- , portions of the County will be round and right to the chin Don't fail to hear this address
ard of Mills and Mr. Louis Baca laid out into new precincts as which floored him for a count Sunady morning, he will nrearh
of east of Bueyeros who will re- soon as the proper petitions are of nine, when he arose and a on an important subject. "The
present the Third District. presented to the County Com right to the chin ended the bat- Od Fashioned . Home". Don't
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WE TAKE YOUR NOTE

On the streets of Ro.
Saturday July 2, seven jewel
Elgin watch, with braided strap
chain, open face, finder return
to
office and receive reward

LOST

NO INTEREST

See Us Before it is TOO LATE

S--

The F. S. Brown

NOTICE

tor

Mo-

SCHULTZ & JOHNSON

arranging to open the
repair shop in connection with
the Garage. Where your work
will be done on all cars and
guarantee placed on any
jobs turned out.
Co. is

QUALITY and PRICE

P. S, WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 10 per cent

pos-tive- ly

We pride ourselves on the QUALITY of our GROCERIES
the variety purity and freshnessand upon our ability to render
you SERVICE. That's a combination that wilKwin and, best of
. .

MONEY TO LOAN ON REAL ESTATE

9-- 16

Fairview Pharmacy

.

'

al- l-

'

OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store

i

0
We carry a full and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are
and we make-i-

A complete line of;

t

-

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Madicenes, IVrfumts, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos.
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
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the Popular Drinks and;Ic s. Hot Drinks in season.

Stand;

S.E.PAXTOM

All the lai est Magazines and daily papers

Grocery Company
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"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)
MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
UTO SON, S tW
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The Joke's on Lizzie

By Charles Sughroe
C
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COOK
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that will fit your purse and

SODA FOUNTAIN
All

particular about what you put on 'your table, then we
want your trade. We take a .delight in pleasing peoRemember there's a
ple who are particular.
standing invitation to you to visit this store
when you want THE BEST at prices
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